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INTRODUCTIONS.
BY RENDEL HARRIS.
A TREATISE
OF BAR $ALIBI

w

AGAINST T H E

E

MELCHITES.

have been advised by our Master (whose name h Peace
and whose admonitions are all of the nature of Benedictions)
that we ought not to waste our time gathering grapes of
thorns or searching for figs among thistles ; his words and warnings,
no doubt, include in their scope our literary occupations as well as our
theological studies or our philanthropic activities. Here, as elsewhere,
wasted time and unremunerative labour are under His ban ; and it
may, therefore, well be asked whether it is wise to spend our slender
residue of years over extinct literatures, forgotten writers and churches
that are near to disappearance (2yyh bc$av~upo~,
as the writer of the
Epistle to the Hebrews would say, in view of the inveterascence
which came under his own observation).
W e have before us a treatise by one who was once a great leader
in the religious life and thought of the Syrian Church ; but his name
I10
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is scarcely known in the West, and the church of which he was the
leader has practically perished, its literature has ceased and has become
the dryest of dry roots ; persecution has accomplished a disintegration
which piety was insufficient to prevent. How many people know, or
care to know, about Bar Salibi and his writings ? Why should we
try to recall the author or search the dust heap of his literary remains
for grains of possible gold ?
When we have asked ourselves that question, there is one direction
in which we immediately receive an encouraging response. Bar Salibi
was not only a great ecclesiastic in a church that had passed its zenith,
he was also a great scholar in the time of decline of the Syriac literature,
and being a scholar as well as an administrator, he had a great library,
which he knew how to use as well as to value. Alas ! that it has
perished I It had many ancient works of great worth, not only the
original writings of Syrian fathers, but early translations made from
Greek writers which have disappeared in the West. For instance, it
is almost certain that he had a ,copy of the Diatessaron or Go$eZ
Harnzony of Tatian, to which he refers and from which he quotes ;
he had also a copy of a work of Hippolytus of Rome, called Heads
against Gaius which was lost in the West ; its value can be inferred
from its theme when the heads of the contention referred to are defined.
There was a certain Gaius, who in the second or third century exercised
his critical faculties, exactly as scholars are doing in the twentieth
Christian aeon, over the authorship of the Fourth Gospel, and its
irreconcilability with the authorship of the Apocalypse. Bar Salibi
gives us many quotations from the lost Gaius, and helps us to see that
this early devotee of Higher Criticism was not, as Lightfoot supposed,
a mere phantom, a creation by Hippolytus of a straw-man for subsequent demolition, but a real man of flesh and blood, with a powerful
intellectual apparatus attached to his anatomy.
The greatest of Bar Salibi's works, both in compass and in variety
is his commentary on the Scriptures covering the whole space from
Genesis to Revelation, and filled with patristic matter both Eastern
and Western. Complete copies are very rare, and we have the good
fortune to possess the whole in one of our Woodbrooke MSS. It
was this commentator's work that first drew the attention of Western
scholars ; the portion of the commentary which deals with the Four
Gospels was done into Latin by Dudley Loftus, in the seventeenth
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century, from a MS. in Trinity College, Dublin ; and in recent times
the commentary on the Apocalypse, Acts and Catholic epistles, and in
part the Gospels has been edited by SedlaGekin the series of Scm$tores
Syri. If we may judge from the parallel case of his successor Bar
Hebraeus, there will, before long, be many theses presented for doctor's
degrees in German Universities, from the commentaries of Bar Salibi.
The treatise which we present in the following pages has no special
scriptural interest ; it is ecclesiastical rather than Biblical ; but it has a
value of its own, inasmuch as the controversy which it reflects throws a
good deal of light on the relations of the Greek and Eastern churches
in Bar Salibi's own day. It will bring vividly before us the facts of
the subdivision of the Syrian churches and its three branches, in the
days before the Roman church had invaded the area, and, in the interests of unity, made three divisions into six. W e shall have before
us the Nestorian or East Syrian Church with its Cod-and-Man doctrine
of Christ, its noble protest against the deification of the Blessed Virgin,
and its unparalleled record in the Mission fields of the far East ; next
to them we shall have the Jacobite or West Syrian Church with its
Cod-Man Christology, or as it is called by the wise, its Monophysite
theology, its exaltation of the Virgin to celestial rank, and its defect of
missionary zeal. Between the two lies a slender group of Syrian
believers who have succumbed to the claims of the Greek theology of
Antioch and Constantinople, securing their orthodoxy on the one hand
by the acceptance of the decrees of the Council of Chalcedon, which
made other Syrian churches excommunicate on one side or the other,
and at the same time obtaining protection as well as patronage by
attachment to the State church and the imperial city. They are known
as Melchites, or Royalists, and if few in number and confined to
Palestine and North Syria for the most part, are an aggressive minority
with the Ruling State and Dominant Creek Church at their back.
W e shall not hear much of the Nestorians in our tract ; they are
too far East to be troublesome or troubled ; it is the little Melchite
community that provokes the controversy reflected in the following
pages of Bar Salibi ; the little man that is trying to put its arms round
its big brother, and to annex him ; in reality a half-anonymous monk,
one Rabban 'Isho', who seems to have been reconciled to the Creek
Church and its theology and rituals, and who will have the great Bar
Salibi in his embrace, and will prove to him that he is both insignificant
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and wrong, a terrible combination. W e shall see presently the chief
points of the appeal ; but it is as well to be forewarned, lest disappointment ensue. The matters discussed will not strike us as being
of any great importance. Probably the reader will say, as he watches
the two dogs over their bone of contention (as indeed happens commonly in ecclesiastical strife), that, if this is Christianity, then I have
little chance of being a Christian. T h e trivialities of ritual will have
proper attention, the supposed decencies of liturgical usage and the
like ; we shall know all about the war, and what they killed (or excommunicated) each other for. When we have finished our study,
we can set the infinitely little on one side, and estimate the value of
what is left. We shall probably be impressed with the adroitness of
Bar Salibi, but still more with his noble Christian spirit and temper,
worthy of the Patriarch of half the East ; and, even if we do not feel
drawn to his Monophyite doctrine, we shall be glad that he held it
too tenaciously and too intelligently to be allured to its abandonment,
by the bait of a personal attachment to, and promotion in a State
church, which he knew to be a focus of increasing impurity, and
political corruption.
Now let us very briefly analyse the discussion of which Bar Salibi's
portion is before us. Rabban ' Isho ' has written to Bar Salibi, a reunion tract to which the latter replies in ten chapters. The first condition of re-union is that the Jacobites must learn how to cross themselves
with two fingers, as do the Greeks and Latins ; and they must give up
the practice of crossing themselves with one finger, which is a dangerous
illustration of the Monophysite doctrine. They must also change the
direction in which the crossing is exhibited, and no longer operate
from left to right. Further, in making such changes, Bar Salibi will
find that he has gone over to the majority. T h e suggestion provokes
a noble protest from Bar Salibi : " May we not be in the right with
two or three ? " T h e discussion is continued over one finger or two
fingers, and right-to-left or left-to-right crossiig. It becomes very
tedious, but the tedium is relieved by the theological implication. A
spirited reply is made to the question whether Bar Salibi really believes
the Creeks to hold the doctrine of two natures in Christ. Whether
they believe in two natures in Christ or not, they believe most assuredly
in serving two masters, Truth and Untruth. From Bar Salibi's point
of view, that is the real heresy. H e tells a tale of a philosopher, who,
8
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like the Vicar of Bray in the popular English song, changed his faith
with every successive king. But, at last, unlike the profane Vicar, he
realized that one must not change one's faith with the colour of the
times, and besought people to " Pity the salt that has lost its savour !"
T h e argument over the two natures is resumed. Rabban 'Isho' is at
his best when he argues for the comprehension of inconsistent beliefs
in one corporate body ; did not the Apostle tell us not to judge
another man's servant ? Did he not say " Pray for one another,*'
and not " Anathematize one another " ?
Bar Salibi has great reply to this seducing doctrine ; he points out
that the Court Party at Constantinople do not practise the toleration
which they invoke ; they expel our people from their city, burn their
books, and suppress our Meeting-places. Away from the city, they
rebaptize our people as heretics whom Rabban 'Isho' proposes to annex
as believers. And such is their doctrine of toleration and the persons
to whom it is applied, that, suppressing the Jacobites, they have actually permitted the Moslems to build a Mosque in the city. One may
judge the value of their charity, by the range of its application. It
passes by the Syrian Christian and embraces the Moslem unbeliever.
Bar Salibi goes on to point out that, although it is inconsistent on
the part of the Melchites and their friends to curse and bless in this
way, yet after all the power and faculty of judgment is Christian, and
it follows that there is also in the Church a power of excommunication. St. Paul is clear on the right of anathema. A spirited defence
is made of the Jacobite position from the side of Ecclesiastical History.
Rabban 'Isho' proceeds in favour of his doctrine that Christians are
not to judge Christians, but that it is better to live at peace with everybody. Bar Salibi now turns the tables on his adversary ; he discloses
the state of morals in the Imperial City and in the prominent church
of the city, and shows what peace with anybody and everybody means.
H e has now taken the Puritan position, and refuses fellowship with
murderers, adulterers, liars, and thieves.
The light that is turned on the church of Constantinople is a fierce
light indeed. H e talks of an emasculated clergy, and of adulterous
and vicious practices which naturally are associated with such contraventions of nature. " Like priest, like people ;*' the city is full of
outrage and villany.
The argument now turns to the order of the Liturgy and the ex-
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quisite arrangement made by the Creeks for lections and for the tones
to which the psalms and hymns are sung ; how beautiful to see such
universal order and harmony !
Bar Salibi has a good deal to say on these matters, but he carefully
points out that the church was antecedent to its musical services, and
that the creed was before the metrical canons. In the beginning they
had only the reading and interpretation of the Scriptures. The use of
lustful melodies had not arrived. The Sirens had not come into the
church. It was better to preach, teach, and convert, than to invent
melodies like the Sirens, bray like asses, sing like nightingales or
swans, and then finish up the day with such feasting as makes the
occasion of sin.
The glory of the new Rome is now emphasized by the Melchite.
H e quotes an apocryphal prophecy of Jeremiah about the Latter
House, and the Latter City. This prophecy, he says, refers to Constantinople. Bar Salibi disputes his text, and denies his interpretation.
Who goes to this supposed New Jerusalem to worship ? They go
there to grub, and to buy and sell. Do they boast of their sanctities
and relics, the rod of Moses and the ark in which it was laid, the
picture of Christ on Veronica's handkerchief and the Virgin's robe,
the right hand of John the Baptist, which they use in consecrations,
etc. Bar Salibi makes short work of these relics and the use to which
the Creeks put them.
The argument now passes over to the question of authority in the
Church : according to Rabban 'Isho', there is primacy in the church,
and that primacy has been located by God with the Creeks. There
is a prescription against Christians, just as there is against heretics.
W e were there before you.
Bar Salibi wonders why, from this point of view, the Jews were
displaced. H e returns to his argument for the sanctity of two or
thrke in the name of Truth. T h e argument now turns on the power
and wealth which Cod has given to the Greeks, Mammon being
called in as the chief witness to the divine election of the Creeb, and
per contra of the divine reprobation (relatively) of the povertystricken Syrians. Bar Salibi has IittIe difficulty in proving that

" Gold and Grace did never yet agree !
Religion always sides with poverty I "
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Mammon the prosperous leaves the witness box, and Lazarus and a
crowd of poor folks occupy it. Bar Salibi comes into the box himself
and holds up the Gospel. The case for the social and wealthy
Mammon collapses. The argument is varied now from wealth
to numbers. You Jacobites are very few ; a handful in Edessa,
another handful in Melitene. Evidently they have been uprooted by
God, and have lost their first acceptance and favour. It is otherwise
with the Creeks, who are a prickly shrub that bears a beautiful
rose.
Bar Salibi wishes to have a further definition of the rose of the
Geeks. In what sense does Constantinople blossom like the rose ?
Is it their elaborate liturgy ? The true rose is meditation and prayer,
holiness, chastity, perfection. Does the Greek shrub bear these ? A
further discussion is made on the sign of the Cross, and on the addition
which the Syrians make to the Trisagion of the words "who was
crucified for us." T h e Creeks interpret the Trisagion of the Trinity,
Sanctus es Deus ( = the Father), Sanctus es omkipotens ( = the Son),
Sanctus es immortalis (= the Spirit) ? The Syrians refer all three
classes of the Trisagion to the Son, and can, therefore, properly add
" qui crucifixus es pro nobis."
It is rather difficult to follow the argument which Bar Salibi makes
for the Monophysite use of the TrisagionjA!us the added phrase puz'
c r ~ ~ z f i uespro
s
nobis.
It is an interesting study to observe how the Trisagion came to be
regarded as a definition of the Trinity, and so to be inconsistent with
the addition pui cmccz$xzcs es pro nobis. In the first instance it was
Jesus and his Glory that were sought for in the sixth chapter of Isaiah,
while the same chapter yielded the convincing anti-Judaic testimony in
regard to the blinded eyes and hardened hearts of the chosen people.
Of the antiquity of this testimony there can be no doubt, seeing it is
employed by Jesus, according to the Gospel of Mark (Mark iv. 12)
and by Paul in the closing sentences of the Acts of the Apostles,
according to Luke (Acts xxviii. 26, 27). In the Fourth Gospel, we
have this testimony expanded by the statement that " Isaiah said this
when he saw his Glory and spake of him." This can only mean that
there has been an identification of Jesus with the Lord Sabaoth or, in
a sense that is common in the Targums, with the Divine Glory.
Thus it was not the Trinity that the early Christians looked for in the
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Trisagion, but Jesus in Glory. In that sense it was quite proper to
add " qui crucifixus es pro nobis." T h e addition could be made
without any risk of a charge of Patripassianism or Pne~mato~assianism.
But what might be good theology in the first stratum of the deposit
of belief might be quite the opposite when a further plane of theological
definition had been reached. Bar Salibi retains what appears to be
an early position in Christology ; it may, however, be doubted whether
the Monophysites consistently did the same. In a Liturgy attributed
to Ignatius, which Renaudot published, and which is supposed to have
Monophysite leanings, we find the following Trinitarian interpretation
and use of the Trisagion :
Sanctus enim es, Deus Pater,
Sanctus e t i i unigenitus Filius tuus
Sanctus etiam Spiritus tuus.

W e cannot, however, infer 'that in this Liturgy there once stood
the ascription of c ~ z u z & ~ s along with the adoration of the Seraphim.
W e will hand Bar Salibi over to the students of liturgiology and see
what they will make of him. There is no doubt more to be said on
the matter, in proportion as we know less.
His concluding appeals to the Greeks to cease from persecuting
the Syrians and the Armenians, to whom they are doing more harm
than the Turks themselves, are written in an excellent spirit and like
a true father in Israel. H e concludes by a challenge to his opponents
generally to meet him in a public discussion, when he proposes to
clear up any remaining difficulties. W e do not know whether this
debate ever came off ; a j r i o r i we should have our doubts of its
success ; in fact, the greater the success, the less in many cases the
actual good resulting. Nothing so much narrows and dries up the
heart as controversy does ; it must be admitted, however, that no
controversial writer shows less sign of the threatened narrowness and
dryness than our good Syrian father.

GENUINE
AND APOCRYPHAL
WORKS
OF ICNATIUS

OF

ANTIOCH.

The above treatise is followed by some stray documents, which
profess to be related in some way to the person of Ignatius of
Antioch, the martyr bishop of that great city. Around his name,
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as in the parallel case of Clement of Rome, there accumulated
so much spurious matter, in the shape of interpolations and additions, that it is not to be wondered at, if in the first ages of the
Renaissance of Criticism, doubts should have arisen whether any of
the Ignatian matter could be referred to his time, place, or person. In
our own time the author of Supernatural ReZ&ion, Mr. W. R
Cassels, declared roundly that " the whole of the literature ascribed
to Ignatius is, in fact, such a tissue of fraud and imposture,
that
even if any small original element exist referrible to Ignatius, it is
impossible to define it" ; and made Dr. Lightfoot very angry by his
statement.
W e are afraid that the contributions which we are making to
Ignatian literature will have to be classed with the Ignatian Apocrypha, rather than with what Lightfoot shows to be canonical
Ipatiana. Our first document, for instance, professes to be an actual
epistle of Ignatius, who is carefully defined, against misunderstanding
or possible confusion with later Patriarchs of his name, by the titles
which belong to the first of the line, the designation of him as the
God-bearer or the punning Syriac title of NurZna, or the Fiery
Ignatiw. Even if the epistle should be condemned contemptuously
as an obvious product of a later rhetorician, we shall be able to show
that there are traces of genuine Ignatian expressions in the text. This
leads us to the reflection that a possible motive for the composition,
assuming it to be spurious, lies in the undoubted fact that a genuine
letter, and perhaps more than a single letter, from Ignatius to the
Church at Antioch, is actually missing. T h e proof of this is interesting
and fairly complete.
In writing to the Church at Philadelphia, Ignatius remarks that
report has reached him that matters had taken a favourable turn in
the Church at Antioch : he begs the Philadelphians to appoint a n
ambassador to t a b a message of congratulation to the Antiochenes.
This must mean a written communication either from Ignatius or
from the Philadelphian Church. The following is the text of the
passage :-

...

-

Ign., ad Philad., c. 10.
"Seeing that in answer to your prayer and to the tender
sympathy which ye have in Christ Jesus, it hath been reported
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to me that the Church which is in Antioch of Syria hath peace,
it is becoming for you, as a Church of Cod, to appoint a deacon
to go thither as God's ambassador, that he may congratulate
them when they are assembled together, and may glorify the
Name."
Ignatius goes on to say that the good news had been brought to
him by Philo, a deacon from Cilicia and by Rhaius Agathopus, who
had followed him from Syria. Lightfoot suggests, from the language
of Ignatius' letter to the Church at Smyrna, that he had already left
Smyrna when the messengers from Antioch arrived, and that they
then followed him to Troas. Assuming this to be the case, it is
almost unthinkable that Philo and his companion should have had no
letter to carry back from Ignatius himself, or that Ignatius should have
advised the churches to which he was writing to despatch messengers
and congratulatory messages on their own account, while he himself
remained silent. There must be a letter or letters from Ignatius to
Antioch, whether the Philadelphians and Smyrnaeans assisted and
joined in the correspondence or not. T h e natural thing to happen
would be that Philo and Rhaius should immediately turn back and
carry with them the felicitations of the bishop to his own Church.
Other communications require time and special official messengers.
T h e message to the Smyrnaeans from Ignatius is as follows :Ign., ad Smyrn., c. 1 I.
"Your prayer sped forth unto the Church which is in
it is meet that your Church should appoint
Antioch of Syria
for the honour of God, a n ambassador of God, that he may go
as far as Syria, and congratulate them because they are at peace,
and have recovered their proper stature, and their proper bulk
hath been restored to them. It seemed, to me, therefore, a
fitting thing that ye should send one of y o u r ownjeqllp with a
letter, that he might join with them in giving glory for the calm
which by Cod's will had overtaken them, and because they were
already reaching a haven through your prayers."

...

Similar advice is given to Polycarp, as the bishop of Smyrna, and
the suggested ambassador from Church to Church is described playfully
as Cod's courier : the following is the passage :-
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Ign., ad.Podyc., c. 7.
" Seeing that the Church which is in Antioch of Syria hath
peace, as it hath been reported to us, through your prayers, I
myself also have been the more comforted, siice God hath
banished my care.
It becometh thee, most blessed Polycarp,
to call together a goodly council, and to elect some one ammf
you, who is very dear to you, and zealous also, who shall be fit
to bear the name of Gods courier,-to appoint him, I say, that
he may go to Syria, and glorify your zealous love unto the glory
of God."

...

It appears, then, that two separate embasssies, and two separate
letters are asked for by Ignatius. It is out of the question to suppose
that he had himself nothing to say to the Church at Antioch. What
he did say has disappeared.
Now what was the matter at Antioch, for it is clear that there
has been a storm either in the Church or against it ?
Lightfoot takes it for granted that the persecution which made
Ignatius its central object, had also affected the Church. In consequence
many of the members had relapsed, and now there was good news of
their return. Philo and his companions were, says Lightfoot, " doubtless the bearers of the good news that the persecution at Antioch had
ceased." This may be the correct explanation, but there are some
things which suggest that there was trouble inside the Church as well
as outside it and around it. Lightfoot further remarks that the Church
at Antioch "had been previously weakened and diminished by the
dispersion and defections consequent on persecution." That would
explain the reference to the restored dimension of the Church ; but we
must keep our eyes open for an alternative reason for the diminution
of the Church membership. The document which we are here printing
is an exhortation to priests and deacons to practise personal piety and
not to be led away into immoral actions. It may be nothing more
than a general exhortation addressed to all clergy ; but there are some
passages in it which seem to suggest an individual priest who has fallen
into sin ; the supposed letter suddenly becomes in the highest degree
eloquent and personal. A n appeal is made which begins with :

" Who envied you, 0 chaste one, and
cator ? *'

made you a forni-
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and the supposed faithless priest is addressed as
"You dear and beloved ram who became the prey of a
wolf !"
The person addressed has become a pagan, and is now "a
mediator to idols : . and so on, with much eloquence and force of
personal appeal, which the reader must estimate for himself. If it
should be judged that the supposed faithless priest to whom the appeal
will have to be reckoned
is made has a real existence, the
with that there has been a factious and perhaps an immoral person
among the leadership of the Antiochene Church, who may even be a
rival and contemporary of Ignatius
himself. This is, of course, a
speculation which may not find support. In that case we should fall
back upon Lightfoot's theory, that the persecution under Trajan had
been general, as well as personal and particular.
Now let us turn to the text of our document and see what we can
pick up in the way of Scriptural references and possible local allusions.
First of all we notice that in one passage, the writer quotes the Gospel
in a harmonized form. A t the beginning of the letter the impious
priest is compared to the salt that has lost its savour. " If the salt
has lost its savour, wherewith shall it be seasoned ? It is thenceforth
good for nothing, neither for the land nor the dung, but it is cast out
and trodden underfoot by men." This is a harmonization of Matthew
and Luke. If we examine the Tatian Harmony, either in the Arabic
of Ciasca, or in the old Dutch version of Dr. Plooij, we shall find that
we have an independent harmonization, which does not appear to be
derived from the Syriac of Tatian.
The next thing we notice is that he is acquainted with one of the
greatest of all Syriac writings, the Odes of Solomon. H e opens his
address to the Antiochene clergy, by appealing to them to
1,

"

wipe off the dirt from your hearts."

This is almost exactly the language of the beautiful 13th O d e of
Solomon :
" Wipe the dirt from off your faces,
And love his holiness and clothe yourselves therewith."
There is one expression in our tract which is distinctly Ignatian :
the writer says :
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" W e cannot avoid answering for all those he confided to our
care ; the souls redeemed by the innocent blood of God, and he
gave us a covenant that we should worship him and shepherd
his flock."

A t first sight this looks like Monophysite language, but we remember that it is also Ignatian. In the epistle of Ignatius to the
Ephesians, in the opening chapter, the saint speaks of the Ephesian
Church as
c i v a ~ w ~ v p ~ uEa'v vU~~~~ sU OEOO;,
T L

" kindling into living fire '* (so Lightfoot)

by the blood of Cod."
There is, however, an objection to the description of the term
"blood of Cod," as Ignatian. It is well known that it is implied in the
language of St. Paul to the elders of the Church at Ephesus (Acts
xx. 28) who are admonished to " feed the Church of Cod, which H e
**
hath purchased with His own blood ; and on comparing the language
of our tract, we see the reflection of the " shepherds of the flock " to
which St. Paul refers. So it is just as likely that the expression is
Pre-Ignatian as Ignatian, and perhaps we ought to describe both the
Ignatian expression and the language of our tract as Pauline.
O n the other hand we have the similar expression in the opening
of the Syriac Didascalia, where Christians are spoken of as " partakers
in the sprinkling of the pure and precious blood of the Great Cod,
Jesus the Christ." This has a very Monophysite appearance, and
shows, at all events, that the term " Blood of Cod " is not theologically
colourless.
The next point that interests us, is that our supposed Ignatius is
made responsible for the Wednesday and Friday fasts of the early
Church, and the question must be asked whether there is an element of
truth in the suggestion. It is not negatived by the observation that
our document has the week-day fasts in an accentuated form, at least
for the clergy the problem is to determine if the fasts in question are
possibly of Antiochian origin. Of their antiquity there is no doubt,
for they are in the Teaching ofthe Afostles: nor can it well be
denied that they are originally anti-Judaic, since the Teaching says :
" Let not your fasts be with the hypocrites, for they fast Monday and
Thursday, but do you fast Wednesday and Friday." T h e hypocrites
are here the Jews and Judaisers. No reason appears for the choice
"
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of the particular days ; nor does there appear in the Ignatian letters any
reference of the kind ; what does appear, however, is the anti-Judaic
displacement of the Sabbath by the Sunday, as Christians are described
as " no longer Sabbatizing, but living with the Lord's Day in place of
the Sabbath." Thus the anti-Judaic element in the Teaching has its
parallel in Ignatius.
A t this point a curious parallel comes to light, for which we must
now turn to our second document, the supposed Canon of Ignntius.
In this Canon there is a clear indication of the establishment of the
weekly fasts, with an anti-Judaic reference. For instance, we have
the curious statement that " we observe the night of Friday, because in
It is further stated that on the
it our Lord was seized by tAeJews."
night of Saturday they broke the legs of the robbers, in order that the
Sabbath might not begin for them (which must mean the Jews), and
that they might not be condemned in the eyes of the law (which must
mean the Jewish law). Our Canon is, therefore, anti-Judaic, like the
Teaching of the AfostZes and the Ignatian letters. It cannot,
however, be derived directly from the Teaching. Nor can it be
derived directly from the seventh book of the A#ostoZicaZ Constitutiolzs, which works over the instructions of the Teaching-. For here
the anti-Judaic reference has disappeared, and the fast-days are kept
in commemoration of the Betrayal and the Crucifixion. There is,
however, some similarity of treatment ; each writer has the problem of
explaining the change in the fast-days from the Jewish customs, but
the explanations are not the same. W e conclude that the Canonist
is working on an independent line, and we cannot confirm his reference
to Ignatius as his authority.
Now let us see what can be made out of the explanations furnished
by the Canonist. First of all we have the Last Supper referred to
the night of Wednesday in the Passion week ; next we are told that
our Lord was seized by the Jews on the night of Friday ; then that
he descended into She01 on the night of Saturday. W e are to observe
(which must in this connection mean, we are to fast) on Wednesday
night and Friday night, and we are not to observe (that is, we are not
to fast) on Saturday. There is much confusion here, which cannot be
got rid of by reading " vigil " for " night," and making the vigil anticipate
the next day. For the Last Supper cannot be put on Thursday, in
this hypothesis, without putting the arrest on Saturday, and the descent
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into Hades on Sunday. The arrest of our Lord and his binding by
the Jews must take place the same day as the Last Supper. T o date
the Last Supper on Wednesday by the Oriental hypothesis of making
the day begin at sunset, would require that the Supper took place
before sundown on Thursday, which is absurd. W e cannot make the
" night of Wednesday " into the " afternoon of Thursday."
So we
conclude that the Canonist has lost his reckoning ; his statements are
inconsistent with the evangelical tradition.
The reader will have noticed a reference to the patronage of Simon
and John of the Church of Antioch, to which Ignatius is supposed to
be writing. These two apostles, Peter and John, are invited to join
in the lamentation over an apostate priest. It is certainly peculiar to
have St. John associated with St. Peter in the presidency of the Church
at Antioch. But there can be no mistake as to the intention of the
writer, since, a little later, the unfaithful steward is addressed as a
brother of Simon and John. Where shall we find ~arallelstatements
connecting these two apostles with the Church of Antioch ?
While these pages were passing through the press two more
Ignatiana were brought to light. The first is another recension of the
Canon which we have discussed ; the second is a genuine fragment of
the Epistle to the Ephesians, which does not appear in the collection
of Lightfoot. So we have one more fragment of the lost Syrian
Version recovered.

PREFACES,

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS.
BY A. MINGANA.

(i) A T?.eatise of BaqaZibi against the Melchites.

I

GIVE in the following pages the translation, accompanied by a

critical apparatus, of a very rare treatise of Dionysius Barsalibi,
the well-known West Syrian or Jacobite writer who died in A.D.
I 1 7 1. T h e treatise is indeed so rare that not even a reference to it
is found in Baumstark,' and no acquaintance with its existence is shown
by the early Syrian bibliographer who wrote a complete list of
Baqalibi's works.'
The treatise is in the form of a discussion with, or rather a long
address to, a certain Rabban 'Isha', a West Syrian monk of some
importance, who had evidently shown some leniency towards the
Melchites, and was about to leave, or had already left, his own
community to join them. H e had written a Iong letter to Barsalibi
on this subject, and it is this lost letter that has given birth to the
present treatise. B a ~ a l i b ianalyses verbatim his opponent's missive,
and refutes it. A s the author does not give any clear indication where
his own sentence ends and that of his adversary begins, I have
experienced some difficulty in following his argumentation ; but I
believe that I have succeeded in overcoming the obstacles thrown in
our way in this matter, but not without sacrificing to the altar of
clearness my predilection for literal translations.
I have, therefore, been compelled to mark in the translation
Rabban 'IshaL'stext by the words : " You write " which are not in the
text, and here and there I have added words and even complete
phrases in order to make it easier for the English reader to follow
the author's too concise, too disconnected, and sometimes obscure
reasoning.

'Gesch. der Syr. Lit., pp. 295-298.
a Assemani,

BibZ. Orient., ii, 2 1 0-21 1.
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The " Creeks " assailed by Barsalibi are better known to us under
the name of Melchites, who in the West Syrian Orthodox Church
are generally styled " Chalcedonians," although the appellation
" Melchites" is also very often ascribed to them.
T h e Syriac MS. in which the treatise is found constitutes an in.
tegral part of my own collection of Syriac MSS., preserved in Rendel
Harris Library, Birmingham, where it has the class-mark Syriac MS.
Mingana 4. It was copied in A.D. 1895 by Deacon Matthew, from
a very ancient MS. preserved in Ttir 'Abdin, near the monastery of Dair
uz-za'faran, the residence of the monophysite Patriarchs of Antioch.
Because of the rarity of the MS. I have deemed it advisable to give a
complete facsimile of its text, and refer in the footnotes of the transIation to some lexicographical and grammatical errors made either by the
first or by the second copyist. A n index of proper names will be found
at the end of the work.

We will further write the ten chapters com$osed by Dionysius,
metr@oZitan of Amed, who is the iZZ~striousJacob B a r
Safib;, against Rnbbas 'Isho".
T h e humble Dionysius, the servant of Cod, offers you his greetings
and his prayers, 0 Rabban 'Isha' ; may you be in the keeping of
Providence !
Any work from which spring good and gain for the souls of both
the speaker and the attentive hearer, is not to be hindered or silenced.
These words we write at the beginning of our discourse to you, as we
have read your conciliatory treatise which stands between truth and
falsehood in order not to hurt anybody's feelings. In another place
we will deal with the worldly questions that it raises. S o far as the
spiritual questions which give life to the souls areconcerned, it is more
advantageous to strive after undiluted truth and avoid ambiguity,
especially in our dealings with those people who twist the facts and
mix straw with corn, water with wine, and all kinds of impure alloys
with gold. T h e Apostle of the Gentiles has said : " Prove all things,
hold fast that which is good, and abstain from any form of evil.*'
See
how Paul teaches us to prove and examine everything, and hold fast

' 1 Thes. v. 2 1-22.
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that which is good before God, and flee from all bad things and false
teaching, as from nests of snakes.
W e are also shown how a man can learn with certitude where
truth lies : he must either follow one who is universally acknowledged to
be wise and learn little by little from him, as Philip taught the eunuch of
the Queen of Sheba,' or he must read studiously the Books of the
Spirit and acquire from them the knowledge of truth. H e who
believes that he has attained truth from hearsay, or from the ravings
of a seducer, or from the sight of an occurrence that happens to be in
harmony with his beliefs, does not lean on truth but on a broken reed,
on a shadow only. But it is time now to embark on our subject.

On the Sign o
f the Cross.
You wrote to us that neither from nature nor from any book did
you learn to cross yourself with two fingers, but that you are following
in this the habit of the Creeks, of the Franks, and of twenty-four
other peoples such as the Iberians, Alans, Russians, Hungarians and
others who cross themselves with two fingers. This, 0 Rabban
'Isho', we will answer in the following manner :
A n intelligent man like you should weigh his words in the balance
of justice before uttering them. If you have not acquired a subject
from a book, nor Iearned it from nature, the two sources which
embrace all the universe, how then can you neglect the truth of both
book and nature, and follow something that is not based on any real
foundation 2 The Book says : " Remove not the eternal landmark ;"
now if the landmark is nature and book, in rejecting them both we
naturally trespass on the boundaries of truth. Christ did not destroy
the law but fulfilled it,' and we4 contend that we are not to follow
nature and the law, but to step in strange paths ! Do we not fear
then a rebuke from David who says : " When thou sawest a thief, then
thou consentedst with him, and hast been partaker with adulterers."'
Among the peoples whom you have mentioned there is injustice,

'

'See Acts viii. 27.

The author identifies Sheba with Ethiopia.
a Prov. xxii. 28 and xxiii. 10 (Peshi!ta).
Cf. Matt. v. 17.
Sic Cod.
Ps. 1. 18.
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murder, immorality and many other abominations ; should we follow
them in these ? Sound judgement forbids it. Even those people
whom you have mentioned, if they do not prove the truth they hold
from nature and book, no one will ever induce himself to listen to them,
and their own followers will forsake them. But we who are right and
possessors of the truth, will demonstrate to you that we are walking in
the path of nature and book, and that is why we make the sign of the
cross with one finger only.
First, nature teaches us that the cross to which Christ was attached
was not composed of double pieces of wood stretched in its perpendicular and horizontal side, as a symbol to the two fingers used by the
Creeks in crossing themselves, but had only one piece of wood on
each side. Further, the rod of Moses which was a symbol of the
cross, was one and not two like that symbolized by two fingers.
Finally, the crosses made of silver, brass and wood, and those found
on the walls are not fashioned by the peoples you mentioned in double
perpendicular and horizontal lines, but in one line only as the symbol
of one finger. These arguments from nature will suffice, and we will
now enumerate the arguments from book.
That universal Doctor, John Chrysostom, clearly shows this in
saying thus in the fifty-third discourse of his commentary on Matthew :
" (Paul's saying) ' Y e are bought with a price,' "
signifies the price
paid on your behalf, and it does not fit you to be the servants of any
man. (Paul) alludes by the word " Price " to the cross ; you shouId
not make the sign of the cross with the finger in a simple way, but you
should first make it with will and with great faith ; and then if you
print it in this way on your forehead, no vile demon will be able to
prevail against you." a See how the Doctor speaks of one finger only
and not of two or three. If we were to cross ourselves with two
fingers he would have said " with the fingers " or " with two fingers."
Further, when the Apostle Thomas wished to test the resurrection of
the One who was cruciied, he only desired to put his finger into the
1 Cor. vii. 23.
Here is the whole passage : " Pvehb, inquit, empti estis ; tre sifis s d
hmninum. Cogita, inquit, pretium pro te numerahun, atque nullius hominis
eris sems; pretium vero crucem vocat : neque enim simpliciter illam digito
efformare oportet, sed prius voluntate et multa fide. Si hoc mod0 illam in
facie tua depinxeris, nullus impurorum daemonurn contra te stare poterit."
Pat. Gr., 1%. 557.

'
'
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print of the nails, because he said : " Except I put my finger into the
print of the nails, I will not believe."
And when our Lord revealed
Himself to him, H e said, " Reach hither thy finger." a See how the
Book mentioned one finger only in the first and the second instances,
and not two or several.
From these we may learn that the act of making the sign of the
cross upon oneself or upon the holy elements is not done with two
fingers but with one only. The Greeks, however, who believe in two
natures in Christ say : " W e make the sign of the cross with two
fingers because there are two natures in Christ." Against this we
wrote at length in our controversial treatise against them ; here it will
suffice us to say : If the natures in Christ are as separate from each
other as two fingers are, they have no unity, and the Doctors of the
Church who say that the Word was united to His flesh as fire is to
iron, are in error. Further, two fingers, although separate from each
other, are really one in substance (o6uta), and thus, in the contention
of the Greeks, the eternal Son of the Father would be one in substance with the flesh which is created and subject to time ; and this
is blasphemy.
W e will further rebut the Creeks as follows : the cross teaches us
that Christ, the Son, was attached to it in the flesh, while in His
divinity H e was neither extended nor attached ; but with two fingers
you show that H e was extended on the cross and crucified in His two
natures. You are thus Theopaschites, because with the human nature
you crucify Cod also. A s to us, we believe that as Christ is one, and
the cross is one, the sign also of the cross is to be made with one finger
only ; and this we have learned from both nature and book.
You write : "The sacrament of the sign of the cross consists in
the Word of Cod who became flesh and came down from heaven to
earth, and removed mankind from the left hand and darkness to the
right hand and light."
W e do not drive away darkness with light, as you write, because
we make the sign of the cross from right to left ; everyone knows that
darkness is the very antithesis of light, and that if the latter is mixed
up in the former it becomes swallowed up in it in the same way as
the bitterness of a little brackish water in a jug%f sweet water, or

'

John xx.
'John xx. 25.
Read Mnaikitha for maino+tha.

9

27.
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that of a little myrrh or wormwood in a considerable quantity of
honey. Let us admit that light drives away darkness, how can the
left hand drive away the right ? Our Lord has said that H e will set
the sheep on His right hand and the goats on His left ;' in this our
Saviour demonstrated that the right cannot expel the left, but those
who make the sign of the cross from right to left, move, out of their
own free will, from the right hand to the left which is that of the
goats, and are counted with the robber who was on our Lord's left.
But see how in the consecration of the elements and in the final
prayers of the service the Greeks make the sign of the cross like us,
from left to right, and in this way they contradict themselves.
You wrote : " twenty-four peoples use two fingers,**but your
number did not reach even ten. Do not listen, therefore, to some
deceivers who say that we have with us twenty-four peoples. Further,
truth is not always with the majority. Consider that there are seventy
different peoples, and that those who follow the gospel are less numerous than those who are still pagan ; and no one pretends that because
of their higher number, the pagans have greater right than we have.
In the time of Abraham and Moses there was only one people, that
of the Hebrews, who worshipped God, and the rest worshipped idols,
and no one says that because of that the worshippers of idols had
greater right than the single people of the Hebrews. This suffices for
this chapter.

Also on the Sip of the C7-oss.
You wrote : " What is the meaning of our making the sign of the
cross with one finger ? Could we possibly have greater right than all
others ? Christ ordered that every word should be established at the
mouth of two or three witnesses,' and in our case there are more than
three."
If your words are true, it follows than wherever there are several
people holding an opinion, they have more truth than one people ; and
this leads us, as we wrote in the first chapter, to the assumption that
the Gentiles had more truth than the Jews, and that Abraham was
'Matt. xxv.

33.

Matt.

d.
16.
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in error because he was the only one who worshipped Cod, and
the numerous men, his contemporaries, who worshipped idols, were
right. Our Lord's sentence : " A t the mouth of two witnesses or
three every word is established," has not the meaning that you attribute
to it ; it bears exclusively on the fact that the testimony of a single
witness should not be accepted against a culprit, lest he should be
testifying falsely against him out of spite ; when, however, there are
two or three witnesses, they could not testify against him in a biased
way, but only truly and rightly.
You write : " Is it not more advantageous that a man should cross
himself in beginning with the right side, which is the side of light, and
then pass this light over his faceand with it drive away darkness, than
to cross himself from the side of darkness and pass it over his face ? "
If darkness and light are defined by the right hand moving
horizontally, tell me what is meant by the first act we do in crossing
ourselves, which consists in moving our hand in a perpendicular way
from our head downwards ? You might say that the top movement
means light and the bottom one darkness, and that a man first takes
light and comes down to darkness, and then takes light again to another
darkness. The Creeks would have thus two lights and two darknesses,
and would begin with light and end with darkness. This theory of
yours is not a happy one, and the single cross is not light in one of its
horizontal sides and darkness in the other, but it is light in both of its
sides. It is also advantageous that the end of all our works should
be on the right hand, that is to say, good, and it is thus better to end
the sign of the cross with the side of the right hand, and not with the
side of the left which is, according to the words of our Lord, that of
the goats.
Further, we maintain that the cross of the Greeks has not only
two lines in its horizontal side, but four lines. In the first act of crossing themselves they form their cross from top to bottom with two fingers,
and then in making the horizontal part of the cross, they form it, also
with two fingers, from right to left, and finally they return backwards
to the right. The horizontal part of their cross has then two lines,
nay, even four lines, in counting the two fingers. Those who, as you
put it, had driven away the darkness of the left by the light of the
right, return now from the light right to the dark left, and take over
its darkness which they carry to the right, so that they become involved
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in thick darkness in both their right and left. If they were consistent
with themselves, since they form their cross from right to left, they
should have crossed themselves with the left hand, because in this way
their cross would have been more natural and it would not have been
necessary for them to move their hand twice over.
Our ecclesiastical historians are in accord with their ecclesiastical
historians in what they wrote concerning the Emperor Constantine,
that at the hour of the day in which the sun was hottest, he saw in
heaven a column of light in the shape of a cross, on which there were
the words " By this sign thou shalt conquer," and after the pattern
which he saw he fashioned the cross. Now what do the Creeks say
about that column ? Was it in the shape of double columns, like the
two fingers, or in the shape of one column ? If in the shape of double
columns, two of which stretched perpendicularly and two horizontally,
why is not the fact mentioned in any ecclesiastical history ? If the
column of light was in the shape of one column only, corresponding
with one finger, why should we not have greater right1 than the
Creeks ? And why should we not make the sign of the cross on
ourselves with one finger only, and from left to right as we, and not
as they, do ?
In administering the baptism even the Greeks make the sign of the
cross on the child with a collyrium-pencil which has one point only
and not two points, which would correspond with the two fingers, and
move also the instrument from left to right as we do, and not from
right to left. H a d they not done so in this case even their cross would
not have been straight but twisted.
You write : " A s we heard and saw, all the Fathers and Doctors
whose names I mentioned, whether they be Frankish, or Egyptian, or
Creek, make the sign of the cross with two fingers ; and we have
never heard that any of them has made it with one finger."
You have not attained yet the age of seventy years, and consequently you could not have seen Athanasius the Great, Basil, Gregory
Nazianzen, John Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, and others. W e
might believe you when you say that you heard, but who can believe
you that you saw ? You should not, therefore, have written that you
saw. If you mean that you saw their books, how did you then write
l Read ShawirSnan for Shavvirin (copyist's inadvertence).
a Read .FiJsafor TZiJa.
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previously that you had not learned this either from book or from
nature ? Is it because you forgot what you wrote previously that
you assert now that all of them made the sign of the cross with two
fingers ? If you have heard and seen, tell us in which book and in
which treatise ? So far as we are concerned we have already
quoted you John Chrysostom, the glory of the Greeks, who refutes
them and corroborates us.
You write : " Since the Armenians profess one nature in Christ,
why are they not ordered to make the sign of the cross with one finger
only ? "
Some of the Armenians make the sign of the cross with two fingers,
some of them with three fingers, and some of them with all their hand,
like the Franks. It is only those among them who are ignorant and
mixed with the Greeks, who make the sign of the cross with two fingers ;
but who can hold a discussion with illiterate and insensible people,
except those who wish to throw their pearls into the depth of the sea ?
Further, the Armenians did not remain united with us long enough to
learn all the Christian sacramental customs ; after having accepted the
dogma of one nature in the Word that became flesh, they left us and
went after their own. They are somewhat inconsistent with their
belief ; on the one hand they believe in one Lord, and in one nature
in the Word who became flesh, and on the other they believe in two
natures in Him, a proposition which they would readily reject, were
they but told that it is implied in the act of making the sign of the aoss
with two fingers.
You write : " W e who make the sign of the cross with two
fingers, do we believe in two naturesin Christ ? Cod forbid that this
should ever happen."
If you do not believe in two natures after the union, how then do
you make the sign of the cross with two fingers ? In your mouth you
believe something,' and with your hand which makes the sign of the
cross you believe something else. The Greeks at any rate assert that
the two fingers symbolize the two natures in Christ. If this is not so,
show us then the sacrament of the two fingers. How can you mix
up two incompatible propositions in saying " W e believe like the
orthodox Syrians, and we make the sign of the cross l i e the Creeks ? "

'Remove the &lath

before middnim.
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This amounts to saying, " W e accept truth and untruth." No man
can serve two masters ;' if we have the truth with us, you cannot
follow the others, and if the others have the truth, we are liars ; and
if you pretend that both of us are right, who will believe you ? H o w
can that section of Christians who believes in one nature that became
flesh, and the other in two natures, and how can that section of them
who makes the sign of the cross with one finger and the other who
makes it with two fingers, be in harmony with each other and be
equally right ?
You write : " W e should not reject the Greeks because they
believe in two natures, since apart from us and the Armenians, and a
few Franks, a11 Christians believe in two natures in Christ."
It is narrated that a philosopher used to change his faith with every
rising king. When eventually he repented and realized that it was
not good to forsake truth and change with the times, he wrote :
" Pity the salt which has lost its savour."
0 brother, no one in your
position should say that he does not reject the Creeks ; if they are
right and should not be rejected, your own people are, therefore,
wrong and should be rejected ; and if the Syrians are rejected, no one
will believe you also, because you are a Syrian from us and not from
our enemies ; but tell us now, if you know, which are the two natures
in which the Greeks believe ? The Franks and some others call
natures the Word Cod and the body with a soul which H e united
to Himself, but the Greeks think otherwise, and their story on this subject
is a long one, and not even yet quite clear ; if it ever becomes clear,
I know and I am convinced that you will never accept any Melchite.
Further, how did you assert that all Christians believe in two natures
except us and the Armenians, while the Egyptians, Nubians, Abyssinian~,the majority of the Indians,' and the country of Libya which
in the time of Dioscorus was composed of one thousand and five
hundred parishes,s accept the faith of St. Cyril and St. Dioscorus,
and of the great Severus.

'

Matt. vi., 24.
'The word Indian in the mouth of a West Syrian writer often
designates the Ijirn~arites, or Southern Arabs. See my Spread of
Chzktianity in India, 1926, pp. 1 1 1 4.
Lit. thrones, &IS.
The word Kursya commonly refers to episcopal
sees, but who could believe that there were 1500 bishoprics in Libya ?
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Even the Greeks when brought face to face with the words of
Athanasius the Great and Cyril the Wise are put to shame and
believe like them in one nature of the Word who became flesh ; this
is written in their books and they believe in it like ourselves, but they
explain away the expression " one nature " and say afterwards " two
natures'* contrary to the teaching of the Doctors, and give a meaning
of their own to the words used by Cyril the Great, and pretend that
he really meant two natures, and this in spite of the fact that those
Arabs and Persians of the East and the South who are Christians
understand like us the doctrine of one nature in the Word who
became flesh, and they are known to be Arabs or Persians by the
fact that they are not versed in any other language but Arabic and
Persian. Let now the subject end here.

On his hictden Fadsehood that has been Exposed and on how
he is a Protagonist of the Bedkvers in two Natures.
You write : " Why should we have greater truth than all ? W e
do not agree with them in the matter of two natures, but we should
not reject them and consider them as heretics."
See how thii discIoses your intention to favour those who differ
from us in their faith. I will now ask you a question : Are the Syrians
right or are they wrong ? If they are wrong, why do you not reject
them completely ? And if they are right, why do you not reject the
Chalcedonians ? If you refuse to believe in two natures, you should
reject also the truth of the orthodox Syrians. As light is opposed to
darkness, and good health to illness, so that they are mutually
repellent and cannot remain concomitantly in one place, so also the
one who believes in two natures in Christ after the union is opposed
to the one who believes in one nature in the Word who became flesh.
You will not contradict that the two are opposed to each other, how
then do you pretend that you do not believe in two natures like them,
Le., presumably in one Christ, in one Son. Neither in the fihh nor in
the twelfth century had the Christological terms of person and nutare both in
Creek and in Syriac the fixed meaning that we give them in our days.
There was a considerable number of Monophyites in West Persia,
and a still more considerable one among the Arabs.
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and at the same time not reject them? You are like the one who
holds the two ends of a rope and is unable to climb up with any of
them.
You write : " Why should we not accept them ? T h e Apostle
said : ' Who art thou that judgest the servant of another ? T o his
own lord he standeth or falleth."
H e also said : 'Pray for one
an~ther,'~;andhe did not say ' anathematize.' "
Your words would have been very true, if only the Chalcedonians
would listen to you. For your sake we shall compromise and accept
them : but come now to Melitene which is not under their power
and see how they tear at our people like wolves. Anyone who
through his unstability and weakness falls (and joins them), they
baptize again, and they openly call us heretics and untruthful, and
out of their own free will they do not allow anyone to enter their
churches. I remonstrated several times with them, but because of their
arrogance they did not desist. Were it not for a reason that I will
not disclose, and for the fact that they would have been sneered at by
outsiders, I would have revealed their falsehood, and they would have
been despised by all ; but mendacity often succeeds.
Now repair in your imagination to the city of their pride. You
will see that it contains a mosque for the Mohammedans, but it has
no church for the Syrians and the Armenians. Do they do this out
of their good nature or out of their wickedness ? By their actions
they show that the faith of the Mohammedans is better than the
orthodox faith of ours.
About a hundred years ago, in the time of Ignatius of Melitene,
we had a church in Constantinople, but impelled by Satan they took
possession of it, and their Patriarch of that time ordered our books
that were in it and the church vestry, and the holy chrism, to be burnt
in the middle of the bazaars. In that very night that Patriarch was
struck by a sudden illness and lost his life. What do you say about
these ? Glory be to the one who deprived them of their power I
If they had the power they would not have left a single Christian
alive, as their fathers did in the times of yore.
As to the quotation that you brought forth t~ the effect " W h o
Rom. xiv. 4.
a Cf. Col. i. 3, 9; iii. 1 ; Heb. G.18.
Possibly read (an for la%.
Through the Mohammedan Arabs and Saljiilp.
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art thou that judgest the servant of another," it has not the significance
that you attribute to it, and it has not been said of the heretics. If it
were, we should not be allowed to bring an accusation against the
Jews and the pagans, or to reprove the immoral people and the
adulterers, or to punish the criminals, the sedition-mongers, the robbers,
and the murderers. Will the Apostle come in these cases and tell
us : "Who are you that judge these who are the servants of
another?" but for the tranquillity of your conscience 1 am going to
disclose for you the mind of the Apostle.
The Jews who had believed in Christ used to keep also the law
of Moses, and not to eat the food that that law considered to be
unclean ; but the Gentiles who had believed in Christ used to eat
everything. A disturbance arose on this account between Jewish
Christians and Christians. Paul then rose, strong in truth, against the
Jews who had believed, and he maintained that food does not bring
men nearer to God nor farther from Him ; why do you force, therefore, the Gentiles to observe the old law? and he further added :
" H e that is weak eateth herbs." ' H e meant by these words that as
you Jews are weak in faith you distinguish between this and that food
(as a weak stomach does) with regard to herbs, but he who is strong
in faith eats everything and despises distinctions between foods ; " let
not him which eateth not judge the Christian that eateth, for God
hath received him ;"a that is to say, H e has made him to be related
to Him and not to the law ; you, therefore, 0 Jew, why do you
judge him ? H e is the servant of God, how dare you then judge
him ? If he standeth, that is to say by faith, he is to his Lord and
not to you ; and if he falleth, as you believe, because he does not
observe the legal distinction between the foods, he is also to his own
Lord. This is in short terms the meaning of the sentence of the
Apostle.
A s to your other point, that we are commanded to pray for one
another, it does not mean that we are commanded to pray for a man
to go astray from the truth of the faith and walk in error ; nor are we
commanded to pray for this particular person in relation with that
particular person, but only to pray in such general terms as : 0 Cod,
call all men and bring them to Thyself. A s to your saying " Paul

' Rom. xiv. 2.
Put a lam&

before nam5sa.

Rom. xiv. 3.
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did not say : anathematize ;" but Paul did say : " If somebody should
preach unto you other than that which we preached unto you, let
him be anathema." ' What answer do you want us now to give to
Paul ? H e said : " Let him be anathema," and you say that we
should not anathematize.
Three hundred and eighteen bishops assembled once and defined
the Catholic faith in the Father and the Son, and reached in the
Credo as far as the passage " And in the Holy Ghost," and they
anathematized Arius and Sabellius. Then one hundred and fifty
others gathered together in Constantinople, completed the Credo, and
said, "And in one Holy Ghost the Lord and vivifier of all, who
from the Father," etc., till the end of the Credo; and they
anathematized the Macedonians. Then again two hundred and fifty
bishops assembled at Ephesus in the time of the Emperor Theodosius
and of the Patriarch Cyril, but they did not write a new profession of
faith nor did they add anything to the Credo i n unum Deum, but
they said that the faith of the two previous Councils was suflicient ;
and they enacted in the Synod a Canon of anathemas and curses
against anyone who would introduce a new faith, or would add anything to it, or diminish anything from it ; and after anathematizing
Nestorius and his teachers,' they went back.
Then after a time the Emperor Marcian assembled that unholy
Council of Chalcedon. T h e Fathers of it, however, did not follow in
the steps of the Fathers who had preceded them, but through the
pressure brought upon them by the wicked Emperor, and by his
accursed wife, Pulcheria, and by other heretics who were present
there, such as Theodoret, they trespassed against the anathema of the
Council of Ephesus, and wrote a new Credo which begins : " W e
believe in the Father, in the Son, and in the Holy Ghost, and in the
incarnation of the Son." They thus made the Trinity a quaternity ;
and then they defined the two natures.
Now if the Greeks are anathematized, it is the Fathers of the
first Council who anathematize them ; what blame then attaches to
us from i t ? Where did you hear in the faith of the ancients the
mention of the two natures, which the Greeks have added ? Et

Cetera.
Gal. i. 8.

'Diodore of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia.

WOODBROOKE STUDIES
CHAPTER
IV.
On the wicked Rites and Habits of the Greeks.
Let us see what Rabban Isho' writes on this subject: " W e
(Syrians) constitute ourselves the judges of Christians ; some of them
we make pagans and some others heretics. What would be better for
us to do would be to live in peace with everybody."
Peace is a very beautiful and praiseworthy thing, 0 honourable
one, but not all peace ; this is known from the sentence uttered by
our Saviour ; " I am come not to cast peace on the earth but sword ;
for I am come to set a father at variance against his son, and a
daughter against her mother."'
Learn, therefore, that peace with
immoral passions and with the enemies of truth drives us away from
Cod. The theologian a says : " A just war is better than a peace
which separates from God." Examine well the saying of this Doctor
who teaches us that peace with everybody is not advantageous.
Now who makes the Christians pagan except themselves? A
pagan is much better than a ' Christian who forsakes the true faith
and follows strange religions, and is unjust, immoral, adulterous, a
murderer, a liar, or a breaker of the law. Go now to the Capital4 of
which you are so proud and see how much immorality prevails in it,
and what is still more terrible, how they call immorality " father."
Bring also to it with you foodstuffs of any kind6 and see how they
will steal them from you and swear that they have not done so.
Let it be also known to you that the word " Creek" is expressed
**
in their language by " Hellenios," which further means " pagan.
What blame attaches to us from a fact to which they themselves bear
witness that their true names are " Hellenes" and " Hellenism,"
which mean " pagan " and " paganism " respectively ? The name
" Romans " does not belong to them but to the Franks, and it is
derived from the name of " Rome" their town, and Romulus, their

'Matt. x. 35.

Gregory Nazianzen. Here is the whole passage : " Melius enim est
laudabile bellum pace a Deo disjungente." Pat. Gr., xxxr. 487.
Read aina for aikanna.
Constantinople.
An obscene expression of this kind still survives in the vulgar parlance of North Syria and Cilicia.
Read m e a i m for mildain.
Cf. Arabic ern.
a
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ancient king ; and the Creeks unjustly stole it from them. What
does the word " heresy " mean except " heterodoxy," or holding of
another theological opinion ? He, therefore, who adds to, or subtracts
from, the theological opinion of the ancients is an heretic. So far as
we are concerned we love so dearly our ancient Fathers because of the
good habits and good laws which they have ; now what good habits
do the Creeks possess? Is it the habit of eating fish and drinking
wine in Lent ? O r is it that other habit of theirs by which they rebel
against Cod, and make men like women, in emasculating them, and
defile themselves with many abominations ? What is still more
terrible is that they ordain such men priests and bishops. Paul has
said : " I permit not a woman to teach," ' and what is the difference
between a woman and a neutered man ? on the whole the difference
is not very great. They have other perverse habits about which we
wrote at length elsewhere.
Which is the law that is observed to-day in their Capital ? Not
one. There is in it nothing but iniquity,~injustice and theft ; the
strong in it beat the weak, and the rich plunder the poor; their
soldiers enter anywhere they fancy, plunder and rob and misconduct
themselves with the wives of other men, who fear even to speak to
them
You wrote : " They have arranged rites of prayers, canons and
Gospel lessons for every festival, and have given eleven lessons to
Easter ; and what they read here is read in every other Church of
theirs. They have also composed Canons and Cathisnzafa and
stGhera, and have written a book which turns on eight echadia. a
If one is obliged to follow them for the sake of these rites which
you have mentioned, the Hebrew people had also similar rites;
indeed the Torah was not read by everybody, but only by the elders
and the priests, and the propheticaI Books were onIy read on some
special days, and what was read in Jerusalem was also read in every
country in which Jews were found, and their sacrifices were offered in
one8 place. David in his days set up twenty-four singers, every two

1 Tim. ii. 12.
a i.e.

tones, tunes. The author refers here to the Melchite Octoechus.
Further, Canons, Cathismata and Stichera are well-known prayers of the
same community.
Read b e for b @ d .
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of whom used to sing two hours and were followed by a relay of two
others. Cocliom (= Cyclii) and various kinds of tones never ceased
to be in use in the Temple ; and the Jews possessed other enactments
and rites of a similar kind. Why then we Christians do not follow
the Jews ? For crucifying the Son they were humbled in spite of
their tunes and rites. It is not through catechismata and stichera
that one will enter into the Kingdom of Heaven, but by means of
good works and pious deeds : "The fear of God is the beginning of
wisdom."
If the Gospel of the Syrians was different from that of 'the Greeks,
the former might have been blamed. But when the Gospel is one,
no harm and wrong can possibly attach to anyone who reads this or
that lesson from it on a special occasion. Look at the community of
Muhammad, their munZdis or mu'adhdhins, when they cry, have the
same words here and anywhere else, and none of them adds anything
to them or subtracts anything from them, but no Christian praises them
for this rite. Lo the Syrians also have arranged their prayers in eight
tones, and they perform two echadia every week. Sundays are consecrated to the festival of the Resurrection ; Mondays and Tuesdays
are devoted to prayers for repentance; Wednesdays are to the
Mother of God, to the martyrs and the dead ; Thursdays to the
Apostles and Doctors, to the Mother of God, to the martyrs, and to
the dead ; Fridays to the Cross ; and Saturdays to the Mother of
God, to the martyrs and the dead.
The Syrians perform also every month the eight ecLarGia like the
~ the rest of the
Greeks ; and they have further Kabbelai A 4 a ' ~with
Kale', while the M'irZnd with the rest of the itdakhraith are even
supererogatory, and it was only the wealth of the devotions of the
Syrian Fathers that induced them to arrange them as a rite in this way.
See now how the Greeks have no special prayers for the night, apart
from what they regularly recite in the morning and in the evening, at
night, and in the day-time ; but the Syrians who are endowed with
great wealth of devotions have also the ShubZZpA-@la
which was
recited by the ancients, the M d h r ~ h d , the Ma'nyitha, the
takhsh.Ztha, the ba'wa'tha, with the rest of the $Zld of itdakhraith,

'

'Prov. ix. 10.

a This

and the following words are names of prayers in the West
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the Geek and Syriac Canons,' and the 'lnyn'd. The fact that
people of every country pray differently, and have something which
singles them out from the rest, goes to their credit, first because it indicates the wealth of their devotions and spiritual vigour, and secondly
because it is a sign of the incomprehensibility of Cod who wishes to be
glorified in different ways in diffe~ntcountries and towns.
Now you examine our Service Books and our pen&yEtAa:' if you
find in them mistakes or heresies, blame and rebuke us ; but if they tell
the undiluted truth, why should they be blasphemous in their different
bntd and flna'tha ? The Greeks also have different Canons,
SticAera, and Cathiwata in different countries, and I myseIf saw in
the books of the Melchites Canons which were at Antioch recited for
the saints, but which were not so used in Melitene, and some others
were substituted in their place ; and the same thing happens with them
in other countries, as it happens also with the Franks, the Armenians
and other Christians. Tones and words vary with countries and
persons.
What harm is there in the simple service of Maksa ? It contains
6 6 multum in parvo," and has been arranged for the sick, and at one
time, for the nuns. Now that it has been established everywhere you
see that it possesses driving force, and fulfils all the requirements of
the prayers directed to the Mother of God, to the Apostles, to the
Fathers, to the Prophets, to the Martyrs, to repentance, and to the
dead. "Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter
into the Kingdom, but he that doeth the will of my Father which is
in heaven."
Let it also be known to you that the Canons, the Cathismata
and the rest have entered into the Church as something supererogatory.
,
was
This is known from the fact that in the days of the ~ A t o r s there
only reading and interpretation of the scripture in the Churches, and
there were not found in it melodies and harmonious modulations which
create lust in the hearers. When Bardaisiin became insane and composed the 4'inta: St. Ephrem was obliged to multiply the mardArZsha ti
'The West Syrian Service Books have two kinds of Canons; some
are called " Syrian " and some others I' Greek."
a Penkitha is the name of the West Syrian Breviary.
'Matt. vii. 21.
'Here : musical tunes and melodies with metrical compositions.
Here : didactic composition in poetry.
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through which he destroyed Bardaisiin's lustful Kina'tha. And Mar
Severus recited m d ? Y i t ~ a
against the poets and against the 'onyZtAa
of the Creek Sustius.' And John Chrysostom arranged the stichera
against the Arians who had composed 'o?zyiitAa through which they
used to deceive the simple folk. The same may also be said of the
Canons, etc, which really did harm to the Church, since they have
been in it the causea of the cessation of the reading and interpretation
of scripture and the art of preaching. Show me if in the time of the
Apostles there were musical tones and 'onyztha, apart from the reading and interpretation of scripture and the art of teaching and
preaching.
You write : In the $en&iyiifAaS of the office of Lent it is said :
" Moses,
Elijah and Daniel fasted ;" and in the office of Palm
Sunday it is written : "The children glorified Him," etc. ; and in the
office of the Passion Week there is : " Blessed is Thy passion,
0 Lord."
Let it be known to you that the Syrian writers showed the
mystery of every festival in the words of the office which they wrote
for it, and they wove all its history in the &Gritha, in order to teach
the hearers the mystery of the festival. It was quite legitimate for them
to have written the office of the festivals and commemorations in a
way that its prayers were directed only to penitence, but they wished
to put variety in the ritual. If, for instance, the Fathers had not said
in the breviary of the time of Lent that so-and-so had fasted, others
would not have imitated the ancients and fasted ; if they had
not explained how the wound of the sinners was healed, those who
had the wound of sin would not have had recourse to any medical treatment and to penitence ; if they had not told how our Lord entered
Jerusalem and was praised b y children, the children would not have
striven to emulate their praise ; if they had not concerned themselves
with Zechariah, David, Ezechiel and the Prophets, one would not have
known who prophesied about the Christ that he would ride on a she-ass
and enter the Holy City ; if they had not written about Abraham, and
his son, no one would ever have known that Abraham was the figure
'Sic Cod. Is he the neo-Platonic bishop Synesius (375-430) who
wrote several hymns in Creek ? or is he Methodius the hymn-writer who
died about 3 1 1 ?
'Read bgiZZathhnfor miZZathhn.
Office books, breviary.
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of the Father, and Isaac that of the Son, who was offered as a sacrifice
for us ; that Cain was the figure of the Jews, and Abel the figure of
Christ who was murdered ; and that the vineyard was the symbol of
the synagogue of the Jews.
Now knowledge and not ignorance is necessary for the understanding of all these. The Ndhau 'Ammdl has been said by St. Ephrem,
and he derived it from the prophet who said " Rejoice and be glad
The Train TaZmidhe is derived
because your Saviour is mighty."
from the Gospel. You say that these two prayers have no driving
power and no savour. If there is no driving power in the prophets
and in the Apostles whose very words have been borrowed by the
Fathers in the composition of these prayers, we will admit that the
former have not got them either ; but if the prophets and the Apostles
are believed in and accepted by all Christians, we must also accept the
Fathers and not rebel against the truth. E t cetera.

On how tones and medocties do not briltg anyprojt to those who
sing them and those who hear them.
Now let us come to the remaining part of what you wrote on this
subject : " To-day that you are the Father of the Syrians and the son
of
the rest of your encomium it is not necessary to quotecollect all the service books of the Church and write from them all
one good book of Octoechus!
What you have mentioned has been arranged by the ancient
Fathers in the matter of Ma'niyiitha and the service of nocturns, as
w e have stated above. T h e Church, however, is in no need of them,
and I would suggest to you and to every God-fearing man that instead
of canticles and prayers containing musical melodies which bring no
profit to the singer nor to the hearer, to make use of the Books of the
Old and New Testaments and the writings of the Fathers, and to
read a chapter from each one of them at every festival. Both the
reader and the hearer will derive profit from these lessons. Be

...

Beginning of a prayer which means : " Peoples rejoice."
Cf. Is. 1x. 16 and Ixv. 18, etc.
Beginning of a prayer which means : " Two disciples."
Lit.e&ht edzadia.
ti Read bsharba for bsltrarka.
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concerned with this good work rather than Canons. T h e Apostle
Peter said : " Be ready to give answer to every man that asketh you
a reason concerning the hope of your faith ;" 'and the Apostle Paul
said : " In the Church I had rather speak five words with my underAnd : " Cry with thy throat,
standing than ten thousand words."
spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet and show my people their
transgression, and the children of Israel their sins."
It is not good to
forsake the words of God and do good worldly service at the altar.
You see how the Prophets and the Apostles exhort us to read,
interpret, preach and teach the mysteries of the faith, and convert any
one who is against us, and not to sing and to contrive musical melodies
like sirens, nor to bray like asses, nor to utter sweet sounds like
nightingales, nor to sing like swans, nor to coo like doves, nor should
we institute to-day a feast for so-and-so, and to-morrow another feast
for so-and-so, and in this open our stomachs to excessive food, and
broaden our gullets to drink, and thus pander to the proclivities of our
alimentary desires and minister to occasions of sin and say : " To-day
is a feast, we must therefore eat and drink." T o iagans belong
festivities, songs, dances, banquets and drink, and to Christians fasting,
prayer, and reading of scripture. In their festivities the k k s
resemble, therefore, those who are outside our sheepfold.
Let it be also known to you that musical tunes and melodies with
Canons, stkhera and the rest of them have come down to the Greeks
from outsiders, that is to say from the pagan Odysseus who having
experienced the sweetness of the song of sirens which dwelt in the sea
of Scylla, perceived a desire to learn it ; and because these sirens sang
men used frequently to throw themselves into the sea, bewitched as
they were by their iong, and were eaten by them. Odysseus, however,
resorted to a stratagem : he plugged with wax the ears of the sailors, and
some men tied him and his companions with chains of iron, and they
floated on the sea. When the sirens saw them they began to sing
songs of various melodies, but those men whose ears were plugged did
not hear the sweetness of the song, and those who were attached with
chains of iron could not throw themselves into the sea because of their
being strongly tied, and so they little by little learned the melodies
and introduced4 them to mankind. Examine, then, the origin of the

'

1 Peter iii. 1 5.
lviii. I.

a Is.

'1 COT.xiv. 19.
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melodies. It is really the sirens which have to take pride rather than
the Creeks.
You say : " It is not fair to make other Christians heretics, and to
call ourselves orthodox people."
If Christians were such as they, what would you be yourself ? If
you answer that you are a Christian, rise up and go to them and see
what they will call you. If they are not heretics, then the Syrians are.
If you pretend that both sides are right, no one from either side will
believe you, neither from our side nor from the side of the adversaries.
They call us heretical Jacobites, and we call them Chalcedonians,
Nestorians, and heretics. If you have enough power in you like your
namesake Joshua,' son of Nun, to reconcile them with one another,
we ourselves will help you in everything. But what union is there
between light and darkness 2 Many believed that it would be good
to join the adversaries, but this has proved a stumbling block to them
and finally their downfall. When Ahab had pity on Benhadad and
saved his life, Cod got angry with him and with his people, and he
was rejected from power, and Hazael a killed him?
You write : " My heart does not allow me to anathematize
anyone, not even Nestorius and his companions. If I do not accept
them it is solely because they are alien to, and rejected from, the
Church of Cod."
I am tempted to be amazed at your simplicity, 0 brother, how it
easily contradicts itself. You contended that your heart does not
allow you to anathematize Nestorius and his companions, and you have
at the same time unknowingly anathematized him. Anathema is a
separation from Cod, and when you have separated them from the
Church and rejected and denounced them, you have anathematized
ahem. Do you then believe that anathema means anything else ?
T h e word " anathema " is used in two meanings. T h e first meaning
is found in the sentence of Moses : "every ' anathema which is

''

In Syriac Ishot renders both "Jesus " and "Joshua."
T o r Samuel of the MS.
Cf. I Kings xx. 31 sqq. ;2 Kings viii. 15. " Him " means Benhadad
" Read LibbZkh for Iikh.
In Syriac the same word Cirma is used in the Scriptural passages used
below, and means both "anathema" and " offering, vow, sacrifice." This
distinction is a favourite theme of some Jacobite writers. See PseudoPhiloxenus in my Early Spread oj Christianity in Central Asia, 1925,
p. 61.
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Here " anathema " means " vow " :
i.e. every vow vowed by a man. The second kind of anathema is
that spoken of by p a d : " H e who does not love our Lord Jesus
Christ let him be anathema." a The first " anathema " means " vow "
and " sacrifice," and the second anathema means " separation from
God " and " rejection from the Church of Cod." This last kind of
anathema is the one used by the Doctors against the heretics.
You write : "The Greeks have a heavenly King, and God gave
them also an earthly king, how can they not b= proud ? "
It is written that we cannot serve two masters,' 0 brother. If
they call God their King, they are deprived of an earthly king ; and
if they seek the earthly one, they forsake the heavenly one. This is
also known by what Cod said to Samuel : In asking for an earthly
king, the Jews "have not rejected thee, but they have rejected me,"
You see
Creator and God, "that I should not reign over them."'
is words that any one who has an
how6 God Himself decreed by H
earthly king is deprived of the heavenly one. W e follow the words
of God, and do not contend that a man has two kings ; if it was so
he would be bound to " love the one and hate the other, and hold to
one and despise the other."
Every pride in an earthly kingdom is from the evil one ; it is he
who overcomes the passions and lays the body under the power of the
soul who is a king. Further, other Christian peoples have also kings,
and they do not for that take pride in their souls, and the Persians
and the Arabs have all kings, and we could not say that they have
greater right than we have. The true kingdom is that which is
established in orderliness and virtue, as in the times of Constantine,
Theodosius and the rest of the Roman kings, that is to say the kings
of the Frankd Now look back at the kings
of the Creeks of our
days, how they commit adultery and fornication more than the pagan
kings. When they are ordered not to take two wives, they take
them. And enter their Metropolis, and you will see in
love of
money, which is the root of all evil,' and wveteousness which is

' anathematized ' by a man."

1 Cor. xvi. 22.
Matt. vi. 24.
Eliminate one aikanna.
The author is at some pains to distinguish between " Romans " whom
" he calls Franks " (Arab. RiimaniyZn, Syr. RimZyd), and " Byzantines "
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idolatry,' and unbounded adultery, not only among laymen and
laywomen, but also among the clergy. No king, no head, and no
superior can stop them. Their bishops are likewise covetous, and
they pile up gold like stones, and they enjoy material things, and
wear fine linen and purple instead of wool? They ride also on
powerful mules and bathe in the public baths like women, and relish
diierent kinds of food. Faith without works and good conduct is
dead? E t cetera.

CHAPTER
VI.
Against the Prde of the Chadcedonians, and on the Buiddit~g
of their Capital.
Let us proceed now with haste and examine the fallacy of the
Greeks on this subject.
You write : "The beautiful Metropolis which Jeremiah has
foreseen when lamenting over Jerusalem is our Metropolis. God
showed him her towers, her beauty, her ramparts, and her buildings
and said to him : ' Do not weep over Jerusalem, lo I have found a
house better than Jerusalem, and I will bring all people and all
tongues to its glory ;*' and it happened as he said."
T o whom shall we now speak, and on whom shall we pour our
wrath ? O n those who fooLshly utter fallacies like the&, or on
people ti who listen to them ? In what passage did Jeremiah prophesy
about Constantinople, and who is the commentator who understood
it in that sense ?
was taken to Egypt ; and according t o
some people, he even composed his Lamentations over Jerusalem in
Egypt. It is not written in the Lamentations that he prophesied
about the Metropolis, nor about a town that would stand on its site.
If they are so untruthful in palpable subjects like this, how much
more will they be so on the subject of faith which is thinner that a
hair ?

erem mi ah

Col. iii.

5.

*Or:sackcloth. A

wool garment is an emblem of poverty and
penitence. Cf. the word $iZfi (from which the Mohammedan Zhfis, and
J Z . m ) which means " woolly " from Siif " wool."
Jas. ii. 1 7.
There is no such passage in the Lamentahahm.
6 Read aw *aC for akh-d.
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They raved also another falsehood to the effect that it was
Euphemia the martyr who gave them the articles of faith of the
Council of Chalcedon. In this they show that they have received
their faith from a dead woman ; and to this effect they even hang in
their Churches the picture of something which is unreal. T h e fact is
that the Council assembled in the temple of Euphemia, and the
Tomos of the unholy Leo and the other book containing the articles
of faith were laid in the font of the saint ; but it is nowhere written
that the saint rose from the dead and confirmed them ; what they are
uttering is pure lie, and their powerful pillars, and the enemies of the
truth, such as Joannes Damascenus, Theophilus, and Theodore of
Harrin did not write these lies, I mean the untruth concerning
Jeremiah and Euphemia, because they knew that they were lies.
Damascenus, however, indulged in another falsehood in writing that
a child rose up to heaven and heard the angels say : " Sanctzls es
Deus, Sanctus es Omnipotens, Sanctus es Immortalis," without the
addition : Q u i c l ~ l ~ z ~e zs pl rso nobis.' Against this we wrote at
length (in another book) and we reproved hi and showed that " no
man hath ascended into heaven but he that descended out of heaven."'
W e rebuked them that their faith has come down to them from a
woman, and that their trisngion has emanated from a child not yet in
his full senses, and not from an angel or a man in his full senses.
You, however, believe not the untruth8 that they have uttered against
the Armenians.
Constantinople was built in the time of Manasseh by the brothers
Byzantion, and it was a pagan town, which had no fame till the
days of Constantine who repaired to it and enlarged it.
You say that it is written : " I will bring to it all peoples and
tongues for worship," to which we will answer : not the Christian,
but the pagan, peoples. W e have heard that peoples and tongues
went to Jerusalem for worship ; and to the town you are mentioning
no one ever went for worship, but only on business. Further, when
did Christians ever repair to it for the sake of honour ? They went
to it only to grub, and to buy and sell. It is frequented mostly by
Persians, Arabs, and barbarous and godless peoples, such as Kumanians
See the story in Joannes Damascenus, De Fi& Orthoha, cap. lir.,
rol. i, p. 219 (edit. Lequien).
'John iii 13.
Which untruth ?

'
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and Hungarians, who have enriched it with gold, silver and precious
stones. Lo, Bagdad, Cairo, and other towns of the kingdom of the
Arabs are richer in gold, silver and precious stones, and we do not
say that they have more truth than we have.
Listen now to Gregory, how he rebukes those who are rich in
gold : "Against those who have gold and silver, we have a pure
speech ; against those who have churches, we possess the One who
dwells in them ; against those who have temples, we possess God and
we are His living temples ; and against those who have multitudes,
we have angels."
You write: "Cod has gathered together and brought to it
prophets, apostles, and martyrs, so that none of them is outside itb'
This also is untrue. James, the brother of our Lord, is buried in
Jerusalem, and James, son of Zebedee, is in the west, south of the
city of Rome ; Peter and Paul are in Rome, and John, son of
Zebedee is buried in Ephesus, where also is the mother of Cod. The
Apostle Thomas was buried in India, and his bones were transferred
to Edessa Ezechiel and the three children ' are in Babylonia with
Daniel, and the prophet Isaiah is in Jerusalem. The rest of the
prophets and apostles are likewise in all directions, and all are not in
the Metropolis. A s to St. Basil, all the Emperors strove to transfer
his bones from Caesarea to the Metropolis, but they did not succeed.
The great Meletiusa was transferred from the Metropolis to Antioch.
A s to the wood of the Holy Cross, it was in Jerusalem, and in the
time of Shahrbaraz and Chosrau it was carried to Persia, and in their
time also it was brought back and sawn in the middle, and half of it
reached the Metropolis.
You write : "And also the rod of Moses and the staff of Aaron,
and the ark."
0 deceivers and liars ! How they deceive the simple folk to
make them accept their teaching I In the ark were the rod, the staff,
and the golden pot holding the manna. This ark and all the
sacraments that it contained Jeremiah took out and hid in a cave : and
from that day up to now no one has ever known their exact place.
W e know this from the Book of Maccabees and from other Doctors.

' Lit Companions of Hananiah.

a Meletius of Antioch who died in

381.
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You write : " And also the twelve baskets, and the veronica,
and the robe of the mother of Cod."
From the time of the Economy of Christ to that of Constantine,
there are more than three hundred years, and in that time kings were
pagan, and Christianity was not yet in plain light ; who, therefore,
collected the above sacred objects for the Greeks ? So they are also
liars in this matter ; they have neither the baskets, nor the crown of
thorns-for which they have fabricated one of nails-nor the swaddling clothes of Christ, as they rave. It is possible that the existence
there of the veronica is true, but who stole the robe of the mother of
Cod and brought it to them, and left the Virgin naked ? Fie, the
madness ! ~ l the
l sacred objects were in ~eiusalem,but when the
Jews transgressed thecommandments and the law, they were taken in
captivity, and Jerusalem was destroyed ; the ark also and the tables
of the Covenant were carried away by the Philistines : their pride,
therefore, in these things is that of ignorant and not of intelligent
men.
A s to the right hand of John the Baptist by which they sanctify
the holy chrism, do not follow blindly after children, 0 brother !
Tell me this : when Herodias took the head of John the Baptist in a
charger,' what profit did she get out of this gift ? Was it not a loss
that she sustained ? It is the good actions of a man that give him the
right to be worthy of John's fellowship, and not the fact that he
possesses great things for which he does not care. T o a pig pearls
and muck are on the same level. Many asses of merchants carry
precious things from which they derive no
whatever.
Concerning John the Baptist, Theodoret, the helper of the Creeks,
wrote that in the days of Julian the Apostate, pagans took a his bones
from the urn and burned them3 John of Asia4 also wrote that in the
time of Justinian one of the prefects of Palestine who was like a pagan

'Mark vi. 28.

a Add a w;ilr to the verb.
Here is the whole passage of Theodoret ; " Sebastae vero, quae et
ipsa ejusdem est gentis, Joannis Baptistae arcam aperuerunt, et, ossibus
combustis, cinerem dissiparunt." Pat. Gr.,Ixxxii. 1091.
It is the Syrian historian John of Ephesus. 1 failed to see this passage
in the fragments that have come down to us from the great historical work of this
Syrian writer, as published by Land (Anecdota Syviaca, i., 289-329, and
385-391) and by Cureton (The Third Part of Eccl. Hist. of ]ohn Bishop
of Bphems, 1 853).
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in his conduct, sent a right
hand to the Metropolis and said that it
was John the Baptist's. Many were suspicious about it and said that
it could not be true. It was, however, accepted by the Emperor and
the people as true.'
Where is it written that the holy chrism should
be sanctified by the right hand of John ? The Greeks that are
amongst us rave-that they mix the blood of Christ with the holy
chrism. The Apostles and the Doctors have ordered that the holy
chrism should be composed of different elements and be sanctiied by
the prayers of the bishops and the people, and these pretend that it
contains the blood of Christ ; which is untrue. This would make
them resemble the Jews who said : " His blood be on us and on our
children."
And they are being baptized by this same blood !
If the holy chrism is sanctified by a dead right hand, they are,
therefore, being baptized by a dead man ; because although St. John
be living to Cod, he is so in his soul, while in his body he is so far
dead, and he has not yet resuscitated. How can the right hand of a
dead man sanctify the holy chrism 2 Why ! this is not a great affair,
since their ordination also emanates from a dead man ! Indeed they
used to receive for some time their bishops from Rome, but when
trouble arose between them and the Franks, Rome did not give them
any bishop ; and it was after many frays and bickerings that they gave
them a bishop, but when the messengers who were bringing him
reached the city of Heraclea in Thrace, he fell ill and died. They
were then in great pain and sorrow, and fearing lest the Romans
should require the ordination of another bishop from them, they
resorted to a stratagem and brought a man and laid the hand of the
dead bishop on his head and ordained him. They decreed also that
in future it is the bishop of Thrace that shall lay the right hand on
the head of all the bishops of the Capital. This custom they observe
l Concerning the recent opening of the new Museum of Constantinople
the correspondent of the Mamhater Guardian writes, under the date of
24 January, 1927, as follows : " Some interesting reliquaries are displayed,
including-from Byzantine times-a gold and jewelled section of the cranium
of the traditional head of St. John the Baptist, and a gold forearm showing
part of the bones of the back of the Saint's hand. They were taken from a
Christian Church by Mohammed the Conqueror, and have been preserved in
the Treasury ever since."
Matachester Guardian, 2 February, 1927.
Matt. xxvii. 25.
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down to our own days, and on it we have written elsewhere in
several places.
You write : " So far as we are concerned whom have we but SS.
Barsauma and Aaron 2 "
What shall we say to a mind glued to earthly things ? A s to us
we have our beloved,' the Lord of heaven and earth ; it is He, the
Lord of heaven and earth and holy sacraments who said : "Where
two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the
midst of them ;" ' and who spoke through the prophet : I do not
count heaven and earth, " where is the house ye build unto me? "
and who proclaimed in the mouth of Isaiah : " T o whom shall we
look and i n whom shall I dwell except him who is peaceful and
humble," and fears my word.'
You will see, if you reflect, whom
H
e
is
indeed
St.
B
a
~ a u m a! Listen also to St. John
we have !
Chrysostom how he rises against those who take pride in such things ;
he said in the eighty-second chapter of his commentary on Matthew :
" How many men there are now who say ' W e wish to see the face
of Christ, His image, His dresses, and His shoes ;' but lo you are
seeing Him, and you are holding Him ; you are eating Him, and
you are wishing to see His dresses ! H e did not give Himself to you
in order that you may only see Him, but that you may also touch
Him, eat Him, and receive Him in yourself."'
What would you say about this quotation ? Did it not confute
and destroy all that you wrote ? Did it not put an end to all the
pride of the Creeks ? Do not err, therefore, after them, but follow
in the steps of your fathers. Et cetera.

'

Or possibly : 0 our beloved I

'Matt. xviii. 20.
Isa. lxvi. 1, with slight changes.
'Isa. lxvi. 2, with slight changes.
'Here is the whole passage : Quot sunt qui modo dicunt : vellem ejue
"

formam, typum, vestimenta, calceamenta, videre? Ecce illum vide& ipsum
tangis, ipsum comedis; et tu quidem vestimenta videre cupis; ipse vero
seipsum tibi dat, non videndum modo, sed tangendum, comedendum, intue
accipiendum." Pat. Gr., Iviii. 743.
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CHAPTER
VII.
On the fad that he made the Greeks the head o f a l l Christians.
Let us go on with our investigation of the words of this
writer1 and see how he inclines to all winds, and how he possesses
zeal and kindness, but not in the sense in which the Apostle intended
these to be.
You write : " Why should we blame them ? If they blame us it
is because we did not obey them when they were right. It is written :
" The superiors of the peoples are their superiors."
How well has Esau been tested and his hidden mind disclosed !
In everything that you have propounded you have shown4 that you
are not holding your faith from conviction but out of hypocrisy. O n
the one hand you persuade us not to blame those who out of their
own free will have trampled on the anathemas of the Synod of
Ephesus and decreed another canon. O n the other hand you gave
them authority to blame us on the score that they are our superiors
and directors. Show us where you get the information that they have
that precedence of us which would entitle them to blame us, and be
our superiors. If you say that it is because they were evangelized
before us, we demonstrated in our previous letter to you6 that their
evangelization did not precede ours. If you pretend that they are our
superiors because some of their books have been translated by us, we
have proved decisively that all the Doctors of the Church are not
Creek.
A s the Jews do not scorn the Christians because it is from their
people that the Books of the Prophets and Apostles have emanated,
so also the Creeks should not blame us on this score. If as you say
they are our superiors, and they have consequently right to blame us
because we did not listen to them, the Jews will hold them by their
throats and say : " W e are older than you, and we are your superiors
and directors ; you took the Books from us ;' come and become like

'1.e. Rabban 'Isho'.
' Or: those who blame the peoples are

sxii. 25.

their superiors. Cf.

Luke

W e refers to his adversary.

Eliminate the wa'w before the verb.
This letter seems to be lost.

Read miman for minkhon.
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us ; if we blame you, it is our duty to do so ; you Greeks should
never rebuke us for the fact that we crucified the Christ." What are
these old women's tales, and what is this useless discussion!
You write : " That Council (of Chalcedon) which had six hundred
and thirty-sii Fathers, and from which two were driven out."
I am amazed at the way you have accepted as true the falsehood
of liars. Who saw (the Fathers of that Council) and counted them
as amounting to such a number ? Who read their unofficial proceedings and deliberations ? A s for us we read everything in books and
we know what was done and spoken there, and how long the Council
lasted ; we have also written with us the names of all the bishops
who assembled in it, and those who subscribed to it by proxy, and the
number of all them amounts only to three hundred and siity-three.
T o what extent can the deceivers lie ! They believe that it is by the
magnitude of the number of the Fathers that truth is made manifest.
Three hundred and seventy bishops assembled in the town of Madecolinusl subscribed to the wickedness of Arius, and wisheda to
throw away Athanasius the Great, because he did not agree with
them.
Now what do you say ? H a d the high number of men in this
case greater right than one man, or had this one man, Athanasius,
greater right than all of them ? Learned men even among the Creeks
testify that Athanasius was right. Picture, therefore, in your mind
and know that Dioscorus and the bishops who were with him had likewise s greater right than the other three hundred who out of their fear
of the king and for the love of their sees4 put their signatures to the
Tomos of Leo. Abraham was in his days the only one who served
God, the rest being idol-worshippers. ~ u listen
t
to what the holy
Theologian says : " Three men who gather together in the name of
God, are more numerous before His eyes than several myriads who
deny His Godhead. Would you honour all the Canaanites more
than one Abraham, or the Sodomites more than one Lot, or the
Midianites more than one Moses ?" And he added afterwards :

'Sic cod. ; it is Mediolanum (Milan).
Read ?baa for $a.
Read aph for aptrain.
'Or chairs ; see Pseudo-Philoxenus in my Ear4 Spreadof Chn'stianity

in Central Asia, 1925, p. 63.
i.e. Gregory Nazianzen.
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" No ; this could not be, could not be.

God was not pleased with a
great number of people. You count the myriads, but God counts those
who are saved ; you (count) the earth that cannot be measured, but I
will (count) the vessels of election."'
You further write : " Those &Zmind3 which are called &okZia
are invented by the Jews."
Show us the Canon which was invented by the Jews. It is said
that the Jews invented not the &Znond but the tisAbk2itka to the
tunes of which the &n&d have been invented, and which serve as the
foundations of their intonations. A s to whether the [i;o&Zia are from
the Hebrews, I heard that it is the tishbbaha, that is to say the
maznzore, that they sing with different melodies. Ponder well over
what you write, and then begin to discuss.
You condescended also to say that the Greeks took the kingdom
of the Romans by stratagem.
When did it happen that a kingdom has been stolen ? It is God
who removes kings and raises up kings. H e removed the kingdom
from the FranksS and bestowed it on the Greeks. That a kingdom,
however, is stolen without the wish of God is known from the fact
that Absalom stole the kingdom from his father David, and the people
leaned towards him. That a king does rise without the order of God
is also borne out by the prophet who testifies and says : " H e reigned
but not by me, and he governed but not by my will."
Wicked kings
reign by the tacit permission of God ; this occurs especially when
iniquity is on the increase among the people. If God gave the kingdom
to the Greeks, it follows that it is H e who also gave it to the Arabs and
the Turks for such a long time. T h e fact, however, is not so, and the
subject is different from the one that concerns us.
You write : " The foreign6 merchants who go in and out of the

. .

'Here is the whole passage : " . tres in norpine Domini congregatos
plures apud Deum censeri quam multos divinitatem abnegantes. An tu
universos etiam Chananaeos Abrahamo uni antepones? An Sodomitas uni
Lot 2 An Madianitas Moysi? . . Non est ita, non, inquam ita est. Non
in pluribus beneplacitum est Deo (1 Cor. x. 5). Tu quidem myriades
numeras, at Deus eos qui salutem consequuntur ; tu infiniturn pulverem, ego
electionis vasa." Pat. GY.,xxxvi. 467.
Names of ritual prayers = Canons.
'i.e. the Romans.
Hos. viii. 4.
Lit. OF different tongue.

.
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Metropolis testify that there is no kingdom, no government, no wealth,
and no charity similar to that of the Creeks ; and we Syrians consider
them as nothing."
Your saying that the Creeks are praised by outsiders and not by
Christians is prophetical ; we mean by outsiders Persians, Arabs, and
Turks. Earthly people think of earthly things. T h e Creeks are not
praised by just, pious, and orthodox people, but by grubbing and robbing merchants. And in what do these praise them ? In the fact
that there is no kingdom, no government, and no wealth like theirs.
Alexander has not been praised in any (sacred or ecclesiastical)
book because his government embraced three ends of the inhabited
globe, and his kingdom extended to nearly all the earth, and his wealth
increased like stones. The kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar and that of
Sennacherib, Pharaoh, and others was also very great, but in what did
these pagans excel in their kingdom and government ? Is it in their
piety and holiness ? There is no man of sound judgment who thinks
so. Do not praise, therefore, the Greeks for something that is shameful
belore the eyes of Cod. T h e ancients, prophets and Apostles, have
not been praised for their government, kingdom and wealth, but for
their trials, privations, poverty and wants.
You say : " There is no charity like theirs." This is also untrue.
Where is the one who has been fed ' in the bazaars of their Capital >
Indeed how many needy and destitute people walk in its bazaars ?
Some Christians who had gone there because of their poverty told ' us
that they have no mercy at all,' and that when they wish to eat bread
they close their doors and bolt them, and the poor man hoarsens his
voice in crying and sighing from hunger, and no man gives him bread.
Here we will end this subject.

CHAPTER
VIII.

On how He Blames His Co-relz~onistsand is Prdud of the
Greeks.
You write : " W e (Syrians) were the first in our evangelization and the Creeks the last, and Cod gave us kingdom, power,

'Read ettzin for ezdben.
'Add a w a w to the verb.
'Read dsakh for nsakh.
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ecclesiastical see,' and honour, because we were the first to believe in
Him, but now H e has greatly humbled us."
0 brother, open your eyes and see, incline your ear and listen, and
you will not cling much to earthly things. Christ did not promise the
Christians earthly things sticking with mud, but H e promised them
heavenly things. "Seek the things that are above, and set your
mind on the things that are above where Christ is." V t is the pagans
who glory in an earthly kingdom and have earthly possessions ; if we
Christians wish to fix our minds on the latter, by what would we be
distinguished from pagans ? Have you not heard your Lord say :
" My kingdom is not of this world ; if it were then would my servants fight for me."
And : " Where I am, there shall also my
If we are, therefore, the servants of Christ, we should
servant be."
prepare ourselves for our journey to His heavenly kingdom, and not
seek to reign here like other people who have no hope.
T o which of the Apostles, who were the first to be evangelized,
did God give in this world, kingdom, government,and wealth ? O n
the contrary, they toured the world in want, privation, poverty, and
need. Has not the Son of God Himself plainly declared that H e
" hath not where to lay His head."' Peter and John said to the
man that was lame : " Silver and gold have we none, but in the name
of Jesus rise and walk."'
The Lord of all did not bestow any
worldly honours, nor any earthly kingdom, which in reality is nothing,
on all these saints who forsook everything and followed hi. If every
poor man were despised7 before Cod and wrong in his faith, and if
the man who8 has wealth and kingdom were right in his faith, it
would have been high time for you to despise Lazarus, the poor, full
of sores, and to extol the rich man who was " clothed in purple and
fine linen and faring sumptuously ;" ' it would have also been good
opportunity for you to praise the faith of the sons of Hagar lo who
reigned in the earth from end to end, and are prosperous in the world,
while the Christians are lowly, wretched, under subjection, and poor.
Listen to your Lord who says : " If the world hateth you, know

Allusion to the Patriarchal See of Antioch.
iii. 1-2.
'John xviii. 36.
'Matt. viii. 20.
'Acts iii. 6.
' Remove the waw before shif.
Cf. Luke xvi. 19 sq.

a Col.

'John xi. 26.
lo

Add a wZw to h 2 .
The Arabs.
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ye that it hath hated me before you." ' And : " If ye were of the
world, the world would love its own." a And : " If they persecuted
me, they will also persecute you.*' ' And : " Y e shall weep and
lament, but the world shall rejoice."'
And : " Love of this world is
What do you say against all these ? Your
enmity against God."
Lord has shown that it is the one who possesses neither kingdom nor
government who is accepted by Him. H e who is here in subjection
and strong in faith is going to6 rejoice in the kingdom of heaven which
will never perish.
YOUwrite : "There are no Syrians except with you in Melitene
and in Edessa. There are very few of them with us.**
Now Rabban 'Isho' comes back to us like a mighty teacher, and
believing that the Syrians are uprooted more than any other people,
he asks us why.
If you say that that is their condition because of their sins, we will
retort that there are to-day many pagans and Jews who have kindled
and kindle the wrath of God more than the Syrians, yet they are
strong in power and prosperous in wealth, and their number is so high
that it cannot be reckoned. Tell me also why are the prophets that
rose in this world now uprooted, while the Jewish people who crucified
the Son is still prosperous everyhere. Where are the Fathers, the
just men, and the pontiffs ? Where are the Apostles, the evangelists,
the solitaries, the martyrs, and the confessors ? If all these are uprooted because of their sins or for a similar reason,' so also consider the
Syrians ; but if it is because Cod loved them that H e took them to
Him, you should also assert the same in the case of the Syrians.
Now listen to what Jeremiah says : " Now that the just have gone
to their rest, and the prophets have died, and we have left the land, we
have nothing but the mighty one and His law."'
That just king
Josiah also did not last long in power, and it has been said about him :
" The just man goes to his rest before the wrath." O You see that the
wheat is always gathered in the barns while the chaff is abandoned.

'John xv. 18.

John xv. 20.
a John xv. 19.
John xvi. 20.
it Rom. viii. 7 (Syr.).
Remove the waw before 'thidh.
Add the words +raitha or ddhamya.
This quotation is from the Apocalypse of Bavzlch (Pat. Syv., ii. 1230).
13.

lvii. i.
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You write:
Why should we (Syrians) be proud because we
were evangelized first ? The Christ has said : ' Many shall be last
that are first, and first that are last.'" '
W e did not take pride because we were evangelized first ; but we
simply asked you the reason why the Greeks scorn us after you had
made them our superiors and directors ! W e have not received our faith
from them ; the Books have not come down from them to us, and
their language is not more ancient than ours. Further, in Lord Jesus
" there is no Greek, no barbarian, no bondman, and no freeman, but
Christ is all and in all." a H e who works with Him is accepted by
Him. The proof which you put forward runs counter to what you
intended : you say that we who are first became the last, but see how
in the same sequence you added : " and the last shall be first ;'* the
Syrians who in your sentence were the last became the first in relation
to the Greeks.
You write : " A prickly shrub that gives a beautiful rose, how
can its master uproot it ? '*
It is sufficient for it that its name is a " prickly shrub."
There
are many prickly shrubs which have no roses but are full of thorns, and
their end is fire. Before the Council of Chalcedon the Greeks were
not prickly shrubs, but a tree that bore fruits. After they tore the
robe of Christ and divided it into duality of natures, the rose of the
" first" was taken away from them, in a way similar to that of the
Jews from whom priesthood and Books have been taken and given to
a people that would yield fruits. The Jews were like the fig tree of
tender branches ;' as long as they kept the commandments and
discarded sin, they were planted in the angle of the heavenly abode,
but when they sinned and transgressed the commandments, the vineyard, that is to say, the people, was uprooted, and the vine and
its branches were burnt, and the fig tree was cut to pieces from its
roots by the axe of Vespasian and cast into the fire of dispersion.
Why did you not say to the master of the vineyard, as you would
have doubtless wished to have done : let the "prickly shrub" be
a"

'Matt. xix. 30.

a Col. iii 1 1.
sThe author is playing here on the Syriac word sanya which means a
4 1 rose-tree," and as a participle of the verb ma, a "vile and despicable
person."
*The b e g i i g of the sentence is somewhat corrupt.
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watered, in order that it may bring forth a rose? But which is the
rose of the Creeks ? Please tell me. If you say that the rose is the
~ a n m s the
, c a t h k a k , and the sfichri, intelligent people do not
consider these as a rose, because both our Church and theirs have
been meditating for a long time over these hymns, and have been
unable to convert through them a single man to the right path. The
true rose is scriptural meditation, interpretation, teaching, wisdom
and #ood advices ; it is through these that the Apostles and Doctors
converted all the ends of the earth to the truth. A second r o e
consists in fast, prayer, charity, holiness, chastity, and acts of perfection.
It is through the scent of thii rose that one can convert his own soul
and convert others also.
Listen now to what the Doctors say concerning C a m and
(Gna'tha, of which you are proud The poets and the composers of
&&ha, call sometimes a q i n t a angelic, and some othet times they
compare the singers to Moses and to the three children. Thcy
d n e d l their Biblical references concerning those who fasted in
repentance to the Ninevites, and to the publican. Through high-toned
Zarmmark you may forget or completely lost the power of penitence.
W e are commanded to "pray with the spirit and to sing with the
understanding."
This is something diicult for a Creek to do, since
hia mind is concentrated on music.
Cod permitted sacrifices because H e knew that the Israelita could
not be convinced otherwise ; and H e also permitted the use by them
of cymbals and other musical instruments, iO order that they &ay not
indulge in profane glees and in banquets. A t the end, however, he
put an end to oacrificea in sa$ng : " I have no pleasure in whole burnt
H e also
offerings, and the sacrifices of Cod are a broken spirit."'
put an end to songs and melodies by saying through the prophet:
"Take thou away from me the noise of thy songs ; for 1 will not
hear the melody i f thy viols."'
How is it that
who have been
ordered to sing spiritual songs endeavour to mix with the Church songs
those relaxing-@~n&haand loose tones, and thus weaken with the&
same jlh~Rcr
;be vigour of the souls which have hardened themselves
against the passions, and mortified their bodies by ascetic works, and
G u n to sing with angels ?
'Add a wciw to the verb.
1 Cor. xiv. 15.
Ps.li. 1617.
'Amos xv. 23.
II
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If somebody says that these e m i t h a are spiritual, let him show
me theii fruits, and I will agree : " By their fruita ye shall know them."'
You do aot see any poet making repentance from the depth of his
heart, nor striking on his breast to thwart unclean movementa On the
oontrary he stands erect, shakes his head, moves his Beck hither and
thither, gesticulates with his hands and his fingers and claps them
together with noise ; he often alsa strikes with his foot against the
ground, but he does not exhibit a single fruit of penitence to the hearer6
who am bewitched by the sweetness of his Finta (= melody).'
Church music is not like this, but it is quiet, lugubrious, and inducing
to sighing and weeping.
PmZtka did not penetrate into the Churches except when these
wue deprived of the gifts of teaching. When them was nobody to
impart round teaching, chanted hymns invaded the Churches. Look,
t h d o r q at this Doctor,' how he disliked the Ca~ons,and the
Z u m - r d , and magnified and praised the intapretations of doctrine.
Do not despise, therefore, the &abbehi Miiraq4 and the 'ad '&r&
dbisd, and the DuhhrZna'k M a r y a m . Very often o m ge~s
greater spiritual gains from these simple &'ad tban from the elaborate
tones, in which the words are lost or not caught by the ears of the
listenem through the twistings, falls, elerrations and cadences of the
voice. Let this subject end here.
CHAPTER
IX.

On the Sz;gtt of the Cross.
Let us examine now your other points. You write : "Show me
a Christian who believes in Christ who crosses himself with one6
finger that we also should do the same. What is there that matters
with one finger, and if you
in the act itself ; if you wish, cross
wish, do it with two fingers."
Matt. vii. 20.
The author's description of a chanting poet in rather interesting.
'Which Doctor P A sentence may have possibly been missed in the
preceding lines.
iThese and the following Syriac words represent the first words of
West Syrian liturgical prayers.

'Add an Alaph to Mba.
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La the Syrians, the Egyptians, the Nubitulg, that

?63
M

re c3y the

Indiaas,' and the peoples
of their ~ i d i ~ h b o u r hsuch
d , as the Kushita
(* Abyssinians) cross themselves with one finger. We have s h m
you above that the Book arid nature agree widi ~ls
oa this point ; but
now that you have become the advocate of the Chalcedoniah$, ski*
us either from goutself or ftom them the D a t a from who^ thdy
have received the meaning of the habit of which the two fingw M
the emblem, a d where it is writtcri,
If the habit of crossing oneself with hva fingers symbolizes thd two
nature, as the babbling nonsense ol the Greeb had it, they aucify,
thenfore, both t k natures as we have already twitten in the pteviou#
chapters. How could it be good to make the divine nature suffdr slid
be crucified ? If, howevet, thew is nothing in the #act of crossing ourselves with one finger or with two, wby do you t h a forsake the habit
of crossing yourself with on6 finget, pra~tisedby yout fathew, and
m a b use af the practice of two firigersr against your fathers ? If, as
you say, you *-not a #tumbling block C
childred and to ht
childrea of your people-and it is more advantageous that
should
sot be a stumbling block and a boulder-when y o people;
~
with the
presbytexs, elders, dead and living bishops wam yod that the practiec
ie a stumbling brock and a scandal, how is it t h a ~you do
hed
them ? Did you not see what Paul wtofe : " If heat maketh my
brother to stumble, I wit1 eat no flesh for everno*"
Yuu write " We)believe' in one nature ixi Christ, wc add tu the
dPisa*m: Qua' c m z f i a c s 4s $m *obis, and we follow all the
ecclesiastical canons of the Syrians ; we do\ not feject t h w of die
Romans but we respect them, as a a m respects his f~thct,but ilt tht
matter of the two natures we do not agfel with them."
The Book sayd : " How long will you limp on your hm hams ? * *
Now in which camp shall we sea and count ysrt.? Id that of dre
Syrians with whose faith you a g a , accotdidg t i your own words, of
in that of the Creeks whom you do not reject,' and what is more
first father b Cod,
difficult, whom you have made your fathers ? OUF
-

.'M3.Franks It is astoniahig that Baqalibi shoul&here (contrar to
what he had previously atatad) confua the Franks with the Nubianr. d o e s
the additim emanate from d copyist? It is probable that the wbr& FfarrRr
stands here for I d k n s .
1 Cor. Ci. 13.
Put a DaCath before 23.

'
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from whom we are born in the spirit ; our second father, and that in
the flesh, is Adam ; each one of us also has a carnal father of whom
he is born ; the name of " father " extends also to the holy Fathers,
who, aa we have previously shown, were not all Creek. he great
Alexander, the promoter of the Council of three hundred and eighteen.
Fathers,' and Athanasius, his dixiple, were Egyptian ; and so also
were the rest of the bishops who accompanied them from Egypt and
Alexandria ; Viton with Vincentius, the priests of Rome, and Hosius
of the town of Cordova, and the rest of the Western bishops wen
Franks ; Jacob of Nisibin, and Ephrem, his disciple, and Ith-Alaha
of Edessa, and Mara of Macedonopolis,P and John of Persia, were

Syrian.
Show us how are the Creeks your Fathers.

The kind of pride

you are taking belonged to the Jews who used to have pride in

Abraham and say : " W e have Abraham to our father," 'but Christ '
answered them : " Cod is able from these stones to raise up childrem
unto Abraham." Listen also to John Chrysostom how he rebukes
those who take pride in carnal fathers, in origin, in earthly possessions,
and in country, in all of which the Geeks your fathers and friends
take pride : " Why are you proud that you are from a great country,
while I would command you to be a stranger to all the earth ? A d
why do you take pride in earthly possessions you man, who, if you
wish, can easily render all the world unworthy of you ? "
Christ was brought up in Nazareth, was born in Bethlehem, and
laid in a manger. What profit had the children of Samuel in not
imitating their father's conduct ? And likewise the children of Moses ?
What harm came to Timothy from the fact that he was the child of
pagan parents ? In what was Canaan helped by Noah, his father ).
Children do not always help their parents, nor parents their children ;
indeed no help came to Esau from Isaac, nor to the Jews from
Abraham. From these you will learn that neither parents help their

"

' That of Nicaea.

a A town in Osrhoene.
iii. 9.
'It was John the Baptist. The writer's or the copyist's inadvertence
Here is the whole passage : " Cur enim de patria dtum sapis, quan&
ego, inquit, in toto orbe te peregrinum esse jubeo? Quando licet tibi talem
esse, ut totus mundus te non sit dignus 2 " Pat. Gr., Ivii. 181. Much oft
what follows is also taken by Barpdibi from Chrysostom @id, 181, 182).
a Matt.
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children, nor the children their parents, but each one is justified by his
works and his deeds
Neither the Geeks are our fathers nor the Romans, nor are the
Jews the fathers of Christians : all these are loose1 expressions and old
women's tales. If Yawan,' the father of the Greeks, was born before
Ararn, our father, there might have been occasion for discussion, but
when this is not the case, how did you then glory in the not very
weighty words of those haughty and arrogant people. It is written in
the prophets : " A son honours his father, and a servant his masta ;
if I am a father, how is it thatTyou do not honour me, and if I am a
master, how is it that you do not fear me, saith the Lord Sabaoth." '
What do you say about this ? Cod says that H e is the Father and
the Lord of us and them and of all peoples, and you establish than as
our fathers, our lords, and our superiors because of some of thdr
Canons that happened to be translated in our Service-books ! T
his
is not the saying ofla wise'man.
If it is because of these Canmu and because of four or five books
of theirs that we have translated that they are so arrogant, our Lord
waa a Syrian, and they have translated all His teaching into thdr
hguage ; and in case we pretended to be thdr fathers, we might say that
k, all the Melchites who resemble them take great pleasure in the
teaching of St. Jacob. The Creeks take also great pleasure in the
teaching of the great Athanasius and Cyril, both of whom Egyptians,
while the Franks take great pleasure in the teaching of Xystw and the
Franks, we and they in that of Hippolytus, Julius and others. Let
them, therefore, not show arrogance against truth. These will suffice
lor this point.

You also discuss with us the trisagion in which you have written
that the Greeks say : Sancta~ses Dezrs, Sanctus es Pater omn+otem.
Let it be known to you that the Chalcedonians do not refer all the

'Add a feminine ti24 to the adjective.

'The Syrians call the Creeks YawnZyk and they believe that they are
descutded from a hst father called Yawan or Yavan.

'Mal. i. 6.
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t r i s a e to the Father, gs you write, but to the Trinity, because dicy
say : " Snnctus es Deus Pater, Sanctus es omn$otms FiZius, Samfw es immortalis Spin2lls S ~ n c t e miserere
,
MKS." We Syrians,
with the Armenians, the Egyptians, the Abyssiiians, the Nubians,
and h e Indians, refer the trisagion to the Son.
There are some who say that when Joseph brought down the body
of our Lord from the Cross, people saw that angels had set up three
choirs, the first of which saying : " Sa?utus es Delcs," and the
second : " Sanctus es omnan@otens," and the third : " Sawtws ss
/mmortaZis :"then Joseph and Nicodemus were moved by the Spirit
and said : " Qlci crclnJkus espro nobis-i.e. for mankind-miserere
nobis." This was immediately received in the Churches, and Ignatius the fiery, the disciple of John, established it in the Churches.
Some others, however, say that it has been established after Nestorius
had been rejected from the Church, but they are wrong. T h e Fathers
said that it was that fourth Person,' with the human nature which was
crucitied, who, although God, omnipotent and immortal, wished to
become flesh for us, and pot another kind 6f nature.
The Chalcedonians say that the trisag;On is derived from the
Samtus found in Isaiah. A s the Seraphim glorify the three persons
of the Trinity with the thrice repeated Sanctus, so we also should
refer the trisagion to the Trinity. Against them we will write as
follows :The One whom Isaiah saw on a high throne and the seraphim
round him is the Son, This we know from John the Evangelist who
says : " These things said Isaiah about Him when he saw His glory." a
Cyril, John Chrysostom, and other Doctors teach us that it was the
Son, the Word, that Isaiah saw on the throne and not the Father.
W e also believe that it is H e who is the door and that it is through
Him that we go to the Father. H e says : " I am the door ; by me
if any man enter in, he shall find life."
In the fact that we refer the
trkaagion to the Son we may go up to the Father and say : " Our
Father who art in heaven." And in referring the glory to the Son

'

The mention of a fourth Person in connection with the Incarnation by
a monophysite writer is somewhat strange. Does he refer to Nestorian
Fathers ?
'John xii. 41.

a John x.

9.
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" N o man can say : ' Jesus is Lord,
but in the Holy Spirit.* **
W e say further that the Seraphim said : " Holy, Holy, Holy,
heaven and earth are full of His glory," a and they did not say :
"Thou art holy 0 God, Thou art holy 0 Omnipotent, Thou art
holy 0 Immortal.** If the Doctors have explained the thrice repeated
" holy " as referring to the three persons (of the Trinity), and if the
Sanctus of the liturgy also : " Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus D o m i m s
Om~ipotem,j b n i sunt," etc, refers to the three persons, although
addressed to one of them only, let them show us from where
they learned that the trisagim of " Sanctus es Deus" refers to the
Trinity. T h e prophet says only : " Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus," and
the words " Deus, Omnipotens, Immortalis " have been added
afterwards.
refers to the Son to whom it is appropriate is
That this trisa*
known by the following : we say " Holy art Thou 0 God the Son,"
because H e became flesh although remaining God ; and we say :'!Holy
art Thou 0 Omnipotent," because H e put on our weak body although
remaining omnipotent in His divinity ; and we say : " Holy art Thou
0 Immortal," because H e died in the flesh although remaining immortal
like God. What passage is it of the heretic Macedonius or of any
other who attributed mortality to the Holy Spirit that the Chalcedonians want to refute when they say : " Holy Thou art 0 immortal
Holy Spirit.** They have really no apology to offer. T h e words of
the trisa@m have been attributed by the Doctors to the Son because
H e became flesh, put on the weak and mortal human body, and was
addressed by them as " God,"" omnipotent," "immortal," and "who
hast been crucified for us " in the flesh.
If they refuse this and say that the trisagion refers to the Trinity,
let them only say : " Holy, holy, holy," and not : " Holy art Thou
0 Cod," and the remaining " Omnipotent" and " Immottal.** The
Nestorians and the Chalcedonians, in order to take from the middle
the question of the crucifixion, and to introduce the division of nature
and natures, and count in Christ two attributes, powers, and wills, and
in order not to admit that we crucify the Son in the flesh, avoided the
reference of the trisapbn to the Son and attributed it to the Trinity,
we speak in the Holy Spirit :

'

' 1 Cor. xii. 3.

"IS.vi. 3.
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aot paying d c i e n t attention to what Paul said : " Cod forbid that
1 &odd dory save in the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ."' John
the evangelietliet
also said : " &ory to the cross."
The theologian said in his discourse on the Passover : " W e had
need of a God becoming flesh and dying in order that we may live
with Him. W e died that we may be purified, and we rose with
Him. Many miracles occurred at that time : Cod was crucified, the
sun s d a e d eclipse and then shone again. It was necessary that the
-tuns
should suffer with the creator."'
Now where -does this
Doctor put division in Christ ? Where does he say that man died or
that human nature was crucified ? H e openly declared that Cod became flesh, died and was crucified.
k t it be also lmown to you that if, a k h e Greeks believe, the
thagbn refers to the Trinity, and the sentence Qui ctrcczjihs es
#H rrobtj is taken away from it, it would not only refer to the Trinity,
as they say, but also to angels and demons ; which is blasphemy.
The angel or the demon might indeed say : " I am a Cod," ' because
they arc Spirits ; and Satan said about himself : "I will ascend above
the stars of heaven, and I will be like Cod," and Paul also said :
"Whose minds the god of this world hath blinded."" Satan calls
dm himself "omnipotent," because he is constantly watchful in his
war against the sainta, and he even made bold and fought the Christ
H e is also " immortal " because he does not die.
Consider well, therefore, where the tn'sagiolt might lead, if we
did not add to it Qui cr1~~2,fixws
espro mbis; indeed the frisagth
of the Creek may reach Satan ! When, however, the words Qui
c r t u z ~ u &Pro
s
NO&
are added to it, no one can refer " crucifixion "
to an angel or a demon, because this would be impossible ; nor could
then the trisagh be referred to a mere man, because "immortality"

'

lGa1. vi. 14.
Or : " to the cruci6ed." In which passage ? At the end of the seatwce ia the redundant terb.4a'rP.
Here is the whole passage : " Opus habuimus Deo, qui carnem acdpmt ac moreretur, ut vivamus. Commortui sumus, ut purgemur; sirnu1
resurrcximus, quoniam simul mortui'sumus ; sirnu1 glorificati sumus, quoniam
aimul resurreximus. Quamvis autem permulta illius temporis miracula
fuerint : Deua nempe in cruce pendens, sol obscuratus ac rursus idammatus.
nam creaturas quoque Creatori coodolere oportebat." Pat. GY.,xxxvi. 662.
6 1 xiii.
~ 12-14.
'Cf.Is. xiii. 14.
2 Cor. iv. 4.

'
'
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which is expressed in it is not referred to a man. The
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trisa&
is,
therefore, to be truly referred to the Son, and Word-Cod who
became man, and who is both mortal and immortal : mortal in the
flesh, and immortal in His Godhead, and H e was crucified on our
behalf.
You mentioned that the Armenians at the Nativity say one thing
and at the Epiphany say another thing, and on some other occasion
some other thing. This, however, does not matter, since they refer the
tvlsag;O~to Christ. As we say in the Passion week : " 0 Christ,
who by His passion delivered us from error," and as at the beginning
of the Gospel we say : " A t the time of the Nativity of our Lord,"
or "at the time of His Baptism, at the time of His Economy, at the
time of His resurrection" as the case may be, so also the Armenians
do with the tn'sqim,and use it according to circumstances
W e gave ourselves all this trouble for your salvation, not yours
alone, but that of many others who will listen to us. The prophet
said : " H e who taketh forth the prccious from the vile shall be
as my mouth."'
Do not throw, therefore, truth behind you, and
abandon an old habit. Who is the man who can be so forgetful of
his own self as to hate a human being ? We do nbt hate the Creeks,
but the schisms which they brought into the midst and the divisions
which they introduced into the Church. For a certain number of
years I only disclosed the trouble caused by five of their innovations
in five points of faith ; had I disclosed at length all the disturbances
they had caused, they would have been ashamed of themselves,
because not all of them are aware of what happened to them. I
warned them several times to let everyone go his own way without
recrimination against his neighbour of another creed, but they showed
no desire to heed our advice. I wrote chapters concerning their
habits, and also on the fact that we should be permitted to enter
their churches, and be allowed to pray for them and they for us;
I also wrote many other chapters to rebuke them and point
to the disturbance that they would be causing in the Church if
they did not desire to live in peace and concord. For several
reasons, however, among which is the fact that they have no responsible director and head, I kept my tongue and did not disclose
what we are now aiming at.
Jer. xv. 19.

'
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Because, if Cod gives me life, I have the intention of exposing
little by little all their teaching and comparing it with the interpretation of the holy Doctors, and of outlining afterwards our own teaching
and interpretation and those of the Doctors. W e have written the
present pages in haste, but we have confidence that we shall not find
ourselves in need to write to you again on the same subject, and that
you will rather constitute yourself a preacher of truth, and thus
possess your own soul and that of the many who fell like you. In
case you remain stubborn in your old ideas, and in case light and
darkness are on the same footing with you, it is your own business,
but there is a great day which will make manifest all the hidden
secrets of mankind.
Let it be also known to you that it is very pleasing and agreeable
to God that there should be no divisions in the Churches of Christians ;
it would have been also more just that the Creeks should have tom
and pulled at their own flesh, but they are so steeped in iniquity as
to say that there are no other Christians but themselves, and they
inflict more harm on our community and on that of the Armenians
than the Turks. A s 1 said above, I warned several times the Creeks
of Melitene that they and the Syrians and Armenians should love
one another and not to growl at one another l i e wolves and lions,
but their madness reached such a pitch as to say like their fathers :
" You are not Christians"
and other similar ugly offensive words
which are in keeping with their iniquity.
I wished to sow peace in the camp of the hostile parties, and to
convince them from the books of the Apostles and Doctors that it is
not good that they should contend with one another, but that they
should enter one another's Churches, and pray with love, and if
necessary to come nearer to one another and remember one another
in prayers, with the understanding that each one may follow his own
theological convictions, but they did not condescend to reconciliation.
When I examined their madness and noticed that it was that of
insolent people, I retorted and said to them : since you are so incurable,
and believe that truth, which you do not know, is with you, bring first
the testimony and the signature of your bishop, priests and notables,
and I on my part shall also bring those of our Patriarch, our bishops,

'

'Read nbasbsU?tz for nnaskiston.
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priests, and notables, to the effect that (in a public discussion whic;h
we will hold on religious questions) either party shall be pleased with
the truth which shall there be revealed, and that either of them shall
embrace it when revealed ; that in the discussion no party shall abuse
the other, or rebuke him and refer to extraneous subjects. By the
help of Cod I shall on that day disclose everything to the sun with
justice and equity, in spite of the fact that the affair requires labour,
time, helpers and promoters.
Here end the ten chapters.
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INDEX OF PROPER NAMES
Cairo, 150.
Cnnaan, 164.

Aaron, 150.

Aaron (h40nophysitesaint), 153.

F

Abel, 144.
Abraham, 130, 143, 155, 164.
Absdom, 156.
Abyssinian, 134, 166.
Adam, 164.
Ahab, 146.
Alan, 127.
Alexander, 157.
Alexander (bishop), 164.
Alexandria, 164.
Amed, 126.
Aatioch, 142, 150.
Arab 135, 147, 149, 156.
Arabic, 135.
Aram, 165.
Ariuq 138, 143, 155.
Armenians, 133,134,136, 149, 166,
169, 170.
h a n d u s , 132,135, 155, 164,165.

Canaanite, 155.
Chalcedon, 138, 149.
,
Chalcedonian, 135, 136, 1'46, 160,
163, 165, 166, 167.
Chosrau, 150.
Constantine, 132, 147, 151.
Constantinople, 136, 138, 1 49.
Cordm, 164.
Cyril (of Alexandria), 132, 134, 135,
138, 165, 166.
'

Daniel, 143, 150.
David, 127, 140, 143, 156.
Dionysiue (Bar~libi,the author), 126.
Diomrua, 134, 155.

Edesm, 150, 159, 164.

Babylonia, 150.
Bagdad, 1%.
Bardaiym, 142, 143.
h u m a (Monophysite saint), 153.
Bad, 132, 1!N.
Beahadad 146. '
EcthIehem, 164.
Byzadon, 149.

Egypt, 148, 164.
Egyptian, 132, 134, 163, 164, 165,
166.
Eli'ah, 143.
E ~ L 138,
~ U 150,
~ 154. .
Ephrem, 142, 144, 164.
Esau, 154, 164.
Ehphemia, 149.
Ezechiel, 143, 150.

I

Frank, 127,132,134,139,147,152,
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John (of Damascus), 149.

John (the evangelist), 150,

Creek (mainly), 127, 129, 13I, 134, 168.
139-140, 147, 152-153, 154-155, John (of Persia), 164.
156-157. 159-161. 164. etc
Joseph, 166.
Joshua, 146.
lulian. 151.
julius, 165.
Justinian, 151.
Hagar, 158.
Harran, 149.
Hebrew, 130, 140, 156.
Hellenism, 139.
Hersclea, 152.
Herodias, I 5 1.
Hippolytus, 165.
Hosius, 164.
Hungarian, 127, 150.

Iberian, 127.
Ignatius (of Melitme), 136.
lgnatius (of Anti&), 166.
India, 150.
Indian, 134, 166.
Isaac, 144, 164.
Isaiah, 166.
lsho' (Rabban), 126, 127, 139, 159.
Israelite, 161.
Ith-Alaha (of Edessa), 164.

Kumanians, 149.
Rushites, 163.

Lazarus, 158.
Leo, 149.
Libya, 134.
Lot, 155.

Iaccabees, 150.
.acedoniana 138.
,acedonius, 167.
acedonopolis, 164.
adecolinus (Milan), 155.
anasseh, 149.
ara, 164.
arcian, 138.
atthew, 128, 153.
elchite, 142, 165.
eletius, 150.
elitene, 136, 142, 159, 170.
idianite, 155.
oses, 128, 130, 137, 143, 146,
150, 155, 161, 164.
uhammad, 142.
uhammadan, 136.

Jacob (of Nisibin), 164, 165.
Jacobite, 146.
James, 150.
Jeremiah, 148, 150, 159.
Jerusalem, 140, 148, 149, 150.
Jesus. 160.
jew;sh-chistian, 137.
John (of Asia), 15 1.
John (the Baptist), 151 152.
John (Chrysostom), 128, 132, 133, Nazareth, 164.
143, 153, 164, 166.
N e b u c h a k , 157.
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Nestorius, 138, 146.
Nestorians, 146, 166, 167.
Nicodemus, 166.
Ninevite, 1 6 1
Nisibii, 164.
Noah, 164.
Nubii, 134, 163, 166.

Severus, 134, 143.
Shahrbaraz, 150.
Sheba, 127.
Siren, 145-146.
Sodomite, 155.
Sustius, 143.
Syrian (mainly), 133, 134, 135, 136,
141, 157, 159-160, 164, 165,
169-170.
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Theodore, 149.
Theodoret, 138, 151.
Theodosius, 138, 147.
Palestine, 15 1
Theopaschites, 129.
Paul, 126, 137, 138, 147, 150, 163 Theophilus, 149.
Thomas, 128, 150.
168.
Pusia, 150.
Thrace, 152.
Persian (people), 135, 147, 149, 157, Timothy, 164.
Pusian (language), 135.
Turk, 156, 157, 170.
Peter, 150, 158.
Pharaoh, 157.
Philip, 127.
Philistine, 1 5 1.
Pulcheria, 138.

P.
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Viton,

Roman, 139, 147, 156, 163, 165.

id.

Rome, 139, 150, 152, 164.
Romulus, 139.
Russian, 127.

Sabellius, 138.
Samuel, 146, 147, 164.
Scylla, 145.
Sennacherib, 157.
Seraphim, 166-167.
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Zebedee, 150.
Zechariah, 143.

(in) Genuim am?Afocyjhad Works of Ignatius of A~tlwch,

The following pages contain the text and the translation, accompanied by a critical apparatus, of an "exhortation to priesthood,"
attributed to Ipatius of Antioch. I have edited the text from the two
extant MSS., designated here as P. and M. P. indicates the Paris
MS. Syr. 198' and M. indicates a MS. of my own collection in
Rendel Harris Library, Birmingham, marked Syr. MS. Mingana 223.
Both MSS. are undated, but on paleographic pounds can be ascribed
to about the sixteenth century. While the two MSS. come near each
other in point of date, they are totally different as to the country of
provenance. There are stylistic peculiarities in P. which indicate that
it was copied in Syria, and there are linguistic features of the same
domain which s e A to indicate that M. was written in Mesopotamia.'
The orthography used in the two offers considerable variation, but
there is reason to believe that both of them emanate from a single
prototype the immediate successors of which had begun to exhibit some
variants at the time when our MSS. were copied.
That the Arabic style used in the text is a translation from Syriac
is made abundantly dear by the fact that gcn'uinc Syriac word; and
complete Syriac sentences are found in it; indeed, even the mere
construction of the Arabic sentences denotes sometimes a Syriac original.
There is, however, a passage which in both MSS. is wordcd in rhymed
prose. If such a passage is to be considered also a translation from
Syriac, we shall be bound to admit that the translator aIIowed himself
ar great amount of freedom in his work. A note that I have added a t
the foot will assist the reader to form his own opinion on the subject.
The Arabic used in the text is most unclassical and is full of
grammatical and lexicographical mistakes ; indeed it represents the
lowest type of Christian Arabic used in Church wmices, but it can be

P. 147 in Zotenberg's Catalogue.
'The MS. was recently acquired by me in North Mesopotamia.
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illustrated by scores of similar tracts written in the same non-Arab
Arabic. I have collated the two MSS. and placed in the footnotes
the various readings which appeared to me of some importance. The
variants which were of purely orthographical order, or which were
clearly due to a slip on the part of the copyists, have been completely
ignored. I have generally followed in my transcription the orthography used in P., but this does not imply that that orthography is
always the best. T o save space I had simply to follow one of the
two MSS., and I decided to follow generally P. rather than M,
The Arabic text is printed in Carshiini (Arabic in Syriac characters),
as it was found in the MSS., and a facsimile of each MS. is given to
show the reader its palaeographical peculiarities. The translation
which I have adopted often gives oily the meaning rather than a
literal rendering of the original, and always follows the text that is
printed in the main page to the exclusion of that found in the footnotes.

I have attached to the above Arabic treatise a Syriac Canon
attributed also to Ignatius of Antioch and evidently culled from a
collection of ecclesiastical Canons used by the West Syrian Church.
It is taken from Syr. Cod. Mingana 1, fol. 194b in Rendel Harris
Library, Briminghan The date of the MS. is 27 March, 1884, of
the Creeks (AD. 1553). A facsimile of all the page on which the
Canon is written accompanies the translation.

TRANSLATION.
A.
In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, one

Cod, we will begin with the assistance of God to write the epistle
of the holy Mar Ignatius the fiery on admonition and exhortation
to priests. May his prayers be with us I Amen 1
H e said :
brethren and 0 my beloved priests and deacons, and 0
bishops, listen to me and hear my words to you. You wish to be
watchful and ewer ready ; purifitherefore, your bodies and sanctify
your souls so that the Lord may not destroy you. Wipe off dirt from

0 my
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your hearts, put your accounts in order, and clean out of your consciences
envy, deceitfulness, and other iniquities, so that Jesus Christ may not
put an end to you as H e did to the priests who preceded you.
0 my brethren, open your hearts in order that the Christ may
cause love, quiet, peace, and safety to abide in them, and everything
that is congruous1 to the Lord in order that you may have pleasure
with Him, and rejoice in His grace, and sit for ever at His right
0 my beloved, because the first Adam did not stand by his birthright, that is to say his chastity and his holiness, but transgressed the
command of his Lord, he was separated from his kingdom, and became a stranger to his possessions, and went out of the paradise of his
d decreed a and ordered death against him
inheritance. he ~ o r then
because of his transgression, and struck him with the sword of the
devastating fire, and threw him in the dark city of death where he
became subject to the latter, and because of hi prevarications this same
death ruled over him for seven thousand years.'
0 my brethren look at the accursed Cain, the second priest, and
the abominable, impure, accursed, and murderous man : because the
desire of killing dwelt in him, his sacrifice was refused, and out of
jealousy he murdered his brother, and became separated from Cod and
from his fathers: accursed and anathematized, and was a vagabond
and a fugitive in this world, and was the first man to enter hell.
0 my brethren.
.B
0 priests (listen to) the saying of Moses, the head of the prophets,
who cried with his voice and said to the priests and the deacons :'
" Sanctify yourselves because you 'serve the Holy One."
0 priests
who have lost their priesthood, and transgressed the rules of their

..

'Here begins a lacuna in M.

a The Syr. g w .
Possibly sal&a, or @a.
'Has this date a literal and historical meaning, or does it refer to a
mysterious and mystical number? It is useful here to remark that the era
of the Syrian Geeks and Melchites began 5508 years before Christ
(Angelo Mai, Scn2t. Vet. Nova Collectio, iv. 60). If the number 7OOO is
here to be taken literally the date of the composition of the document would
be A.D. 1492. In this case the document would be of Melchite origin, but
then what about the Syriac words and expressions that it contains? A
Melchite of A.D. 1492 would not have inserted Syriac words and expressions
in an Arabic document of which he was the author.
'A lacuna in Paris MS.
Which fathers?
Leitee?
Cf. Lerit, u 7.
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Master, obey the prescriptions of your Master and do not neglect His
word. Do not make light of the offices of the Church of Cod and
do not despise the majesty which belongs to the holy altar, and to the
One who is offered on it.
0 high-ranked priests, do you not see those who ' serve the earthly
kings how neat and clean they are, and how careful they are in
washing their hands and keeping their clothes clean. Examine how
similarly kept are the utensils which are2 on the table such as
plates, drinking vessels, goblets, and wine utensils and cups in which
there are no dregs8 nor feculence of any kind, and also the
ordinary bread and thin bread : how neat and clean everything is,
without any deficiency or defect. People line up erect to honour
earthly kings %ho are human beings like ourselves and mortals sons
of mortals ; 0 my brethren, with how much more care should we,
therefore, guard the Divine table, and serve it efficiently with faithfulness and holiness and with an outward appearance in which there is
no defect and imperfection of any kind.
0 my brethren, great6 woe be to the priests who do not keep their
priesthood with good works. The Church and its children weep
over the priest who sins, and give also woe to the deacon who does
not act in the right way. How can the one who acts badly penetrate
into the inner part of the house of Cod ? It is not right, therefore,
that an iniquitous priest should offer the sacrifice of other people and
enter into the holy church of Cod, nor is it right that his unclean
hands should handle that holy body, and be dipped in the blood
of the Lord. How can a priest who is not clean in his actions
sacrifice that holy body which was lifted up on the Cross, and before
which the companies of angels stand in awe and the choirs of heaven
in fear, while they are unable to contemplate its splendour ? How
can any one who is impure and immoral dare handle it with his dirty
hands ? How can also any one who is an occasion of scandal to
other people sacrifice that sublime, high holy and pious body, who
hates the drunkards and the immoral people ? Have you not heard
then what H e says in the pure Gospel :' " Scandal will arise but
Read al-ladhirt.
Read al-lati.
The Persian d a d .
'Syr. i@r.
Read mulzih (in plural).
Read al-alifn.
Read al-Zadltin.
An unclassical Arabic word.
Here ends the lacuna in M.

'

'
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woe to the man through whom scandal comes."'
H e also says :
" Y e are the salt of the earth ; but if the salt has lost its saiour

wherewith shall it be seasoned ? It is thenceforth good for nothing,
neither for the land nor for the dung, but it is cast out and trodden
under foots by men ** and it also becomes a vile object and an
example.
0 my brethren, there is no sin in the earth more temble than that
of a priest, for which there is no forgiveness. 0 my friends, lament
and weep continually over the priest who did not fear sin. T h e
weeping of the terrestrial people not being sufficient for him, the
inhabitants of heaven weep also over him : the Seraphim like whom
he was holy, and out of whose sanctification4 he fell. The blessed
Cherubim weep also over him, because his sweet lyre is silent of their
melodious tunesO6 T h e angels and the High Companies (of the
Archangels) weep over him, because through his bad works the voice
of his praises has ceased to praise with theirs.
All those (of his pupils) who fell out of his command weep over
him.
The weeping of the inhabitants of land and water not being sufficient
lor him, 0 holy Church gather together thy children, the celestial
and the terrestrial, and come and set up wailing and lamentation over
the infamous and accursed priest who has been wounded by sin.
Weep also over the deacon who by his bad actions has become the
companion of Satan. 0 my brethren, who is the man who does not
weep over a priest who has estranged himself from his Master like
that disciple Judas who sold his Master ?
0 Simon, head of the disciples, weep and lament over the shepherd
who, after having been like you and after having taken from his
Master like you that talent in order to trade with it, has lost all the
-sheep, and his soul is drowned. 0 my brethren, who will not weep
aver the absolver of sins who falls into sin, and who will not weep
Read tana5s for tansid in M.
Matt. xviii. 7.
=Lukexiv. 34, and Matt. v. 13. A combination of the text of both
Matthew and Luke. Literally the sentence may mean : It is thenceforth good
for nothing, neither as earth nor as manure.
' i.e. saying : holy, holy, holy, of Is. vi. 3.
'This sentence is wholly in Synac in P.
The Arabic word badruh means generally a great sum of money.
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over a shepherd who becomes a wolf ? W h o will not weep over a
watchman who becomes a thief, and who will not weep over a
merchant who becomes a spy, and a physician who is wounded by
sin and has no remedy ? Weep, 0 Church, over your priest.
Weep, 0 Simon and John, over your companion who left your
companionship and became a stranger to you.
Who envied ' you, 0 chaste one, and made you a fornicator ?
Who envied you, 0 pure one, and made of you an immoral man ?
W h o envied you, 0 fasting man, and made of you a gluttonous man
given to excess ? Who enviedbou, 0 just one, and made of you a
companion of the ignorant ? Who envied you, 0 devout and pious
one, and made you a wretch with the sinners ? Who envied you, 0
man filled with sanctity, and made you sink in the sinfulness of
iniquity ? Who envied you, 0 fair one, and filled you with unholiness ? Who envied you, 0 just man, and placed you in the company
of sinners and enemies Z W h o envied you, 0 child (of the house),
and made you a stranger to your father-and your brothers ? Who
envied you, 0 near relative, and made you a stranger to your relations ?
Who envied you, 0 celestial one, and made you terrestrial ? Who
envied you, 0 truthful one, and made of you a liar, and filled you with
sins and shameful deeds ?
0 you dear and beloved ram who became the prey of a wolf !
0 hart who fell in the snare ! 0 you agile eagle who fell in the net !
0 warrior who was beaten and ran away ! 0 athlete who took to
flight ! 0 mariner whose ship has sunk ! 0 husbandman whose
corn has perished ! 0 steward ' who squandered his treasures ! 0
table-companion4 who left his place at the table ! 0 bridegroom
whose bridal chamber did not please him ! 0 mighty King whose

'Read hasadaka for @uhaka in M. and note the rhymed prose of the
following few sentences,
due to a free translation; if, however, it
could be proved from thls that the document was origiially written in
Arabic, its date could not have preceded the ninth century; but we must
admit that such phenomena occur sometimes in Arabic translations from
Syriac. A free translation of this kind has even affected the sacred text of
the Gospels. I saw in Jazirat b. 'Umar, on the Upper Tigris, a MS. which
contained the Arabic translation of the Gospels by the very famous
Ebedjesu of Nisibin, wholly written in rhymed prose.
a Read mubariz for man>.
Transliteration of the Syriac word parnca.
'Syr. ht$ha.
I4
I
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crown fell from his head ! 0 judge condemned for his ignorance !
0 chieftain who lost the greatness of his headship ! 0 wealthy one
who became poor by his will ! 0 sun whose rays have perished !
0 moon whose light has suffered eclipse ! 0 seed of pure wheat
which has been mixed ' up with tares ! 0 beautiful and lovely flower
which has been smitten by the blighting wind a of sin ! 0 admirable
rose the beauty of which has perished in the frost of ignorance ! 0
pomegranate-flowers which withered in the midday heat of sin
and iniquity.
Where are you 0 Paul and Timothy ? Where are your warnings, your canons, and your conditions, which to-day your companions
have transgressed by stumbling ? 0 just Power, for how long wilt Thou
not utter the cry of vengeance against the priests ? Where are Thy
punishments and Thy zeal against the ancients ? How is it that
Thou art silent now ? Heaven is amazed at such a silence. Where
is the heart that can stand it and not break ? 0 my brethren, that
just Power which has equalized justice to all mankind, has left everything to the next world, in which each one of us shall answer for his
actions.
0 my brethren, let us place the judgment of God before our eyes,
because we cannot avoid answering for our words and for all those H e
confided to our care : the souls redeemed by the innocent blood of
and we have to return them as we received them. H e gave us
a pact to the effect that we shall worship Him, be with Him, and
shepherd His flock:
0 my brethren, the sin of a
is a wound which has no
remedy. 0 my brethren, at the time the priest siis, sadness overtakes
the multitude of angels in heaven. What shall we say concerning
those who believed that they had no sins, while Satan robbed
and plundered them ? They asserted that God is forgiving and
merciful, and they did not know that God is also a just and equitable
judge. 0 my brethren, let the story of Ananias and his wife inspire

Syr. Fabbel = ith4abbal.
a Syr. shauba.
Persian pZi-anlr or gulnrlr. It is somewhat strange that the author
shouId have used a Persian word.
Arab ?uhviyah from Syr. TakriiyZtha. In P. ?uhirZt,
Was the author a Monophysite ?
Syr. Mar'itha.
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you with fear, and take fright at the spectacle of those priests who
were burned for small siis. 0 my brethren, be afraid of the story of
Korah and Abiram, because all of them have become a mirror to us
so that we may hear what happened to them and fear ; and do not
sin and serve Satan like them.
0 priest, who is the one who will not weep over you ? 0 great
one and 0 confidential steward,' brother of Simon and John, it has
been laid down that no one be appointed to priesthood except the one
who is blameless, and lo there is to-day shame and dishonour in your
bed ; and we do not find it difficult to cover you up ! 0 exiled one,
who has been separated from his service,%nd his high office, we weep
over the high office of priesthood which you have besmirched by your
iniquitous act ; and we do not feel any sorrow at the beauty of your stature ! 0 ignorant one who did not know his own self, we weep over the
crown of holiness which you have dishonoured by your bad deed !
T h e Lord had established you as a mediator between Him and His
Father, and not a mediator to the idols ; you did not approach priesthood in order to induce people to sii and detach them from God, but
to upIift them and bring them nearer to Him.
Woe to your spirit when your companions sit on the twelve
thrones and you are driven out like the one who wore dirty garment.
Lo shame is in your bed and it pleases you to dishonour your bed, and
you make light of it." You have changed your zeal to your Master
for a zeal to another master, and you have become a stranger to
Him, and that is why fire will consume your body without getting
satiated with it. 0 my brethren, there will not be mercy in the day
of judgment and decision for an unchaste priest, and he will not be
allowed to approach hi throne, but he will be driven out like the five
foolish virgins. It is for this reason that the Apostle Paul cried and
he desireth a good desire." 0"
said : " If a person desire
to-day the priests of the different peoples desire the office of headship
while they are far from real priesthood6 and remote from its works.
'Arab. mut&k&it, evidently a translation of the Syr. sharrSva.
a Syr. ~is/tmis/z'ta.
'Matt. xix. 28.
* Here as above the author seems to allude to immoral acts of a private
character.
I Tim. iii. 1. The author follows the Syriac version which has
" priesthood " instead of " episcopacy."
Read Kahniitihim.
~

-
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0 my brethren, listen to what has been enacted against those who
bear the yoke of priesthood but make light of it or neglect it : they
shall burn with those two hundred and fifty priests who were burnt
with their ~ensers.~
0 brethren, 0 priest, 0 deacon, any deacon who approachesS
his wife in the time of the fast that the Saviour fasted will not find
mercy in that great day, the day of landmark and finality ; this will
happen also if he approaches her on the occasion of a festival, or on a
Friday, or on a Wednesday. Anyone who approaches his wife in one
of these days, his burning shall be with the fire of Sodom. This does
not apply to the children of the Church, the laymen, but it is advantageous also for them to abstain from marriage in the above
mentioned days.
0 my brethren, the priests should not neglect, but should be
diligent in, their service and careful with the vestry of the holy altar
and the belongings of the Church. 0 my brethren, any priest who
makes light of them or neglects them, and serves with them in this
state the holy body which was lifted up on the wood of the cross-I say
to him that his lot shall be with those who cast lots upon the garments
of Christ ; with such shall his share be without pity ; also the priests
who steal from the belongings of the Church, and from what pertains
to it in the matter of the ex-votos of orphans and widows who gave
them on behalf of their sins : heaven and earth shall weep over such
priests, and their sin is greater that that of those who became the
companions of Ananias and his wife.
0 my brethren, a priest entering (a church ?) to offer sacrificeK
with a heart in which there is rancour against his brother, is like Cain
the murderer. A priest who sees a needy person and does not
help him, or a thirsty person in want of a drop of water and does
not quench his thirst, and a priest who sees a sick person and turns
his face from him, will have no share in paradise. Accursed is the
priest who does not know his own self, who dishonours himself with
such sins ; such a one will be separated from his service and his
Num. xvi. 35.
a Syr.p-.
M. any priest or deacon who approaches."
'i.e. Lent.
SYr. ~ a d d e hwhich commonIy means " to say mass, to consecrate,"
the former sense is relatively late for a supposedly early document. P. has
yata&z&zs " to make himself holy."
I
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priesthood, and the Father will rebuke him for not having served his
office rightly and justly ; the Son of the Father will not accept him ;
the Holy Spirit will avoid him, and all the celestial multitudes will
push him out to inherit hell where he will receive a just retribution
for his service.
Because he did not perform the duties of his priesthood with piety
and devotion,' the angels will take away from him the imposition of
the hands2 of priesthood, which had fallen on his head, and they will
push him out to hell in company of the impure, unchaste, and ignorant
people ; there he will weep and wail and also gnash his teeth. The
priest, however, who performs the duties of his priesthood with devotion and piety, and offers sacrifice to God with holiness, and serves
before ~ i &th
m good order and pious deeds, will be served by God
and by the multitudes of angels, who will exalt his office and his
; and he will live in pleasure in the company of Simon,
the head of the Apostles, and he will be placed among all a the
Fathers, the Saints, the Prophets, and the Doctors of the Church.'
Similarly the deacons who leave the office of Stephen and of those
who serve the church, will go and serve Satan and his armies.
What shall I say about them ; on the one hand if I keep silence, such
a silence may lead to misunderstanding, and if I speak my heart will not
allow me to rebuke them, but truth itself sits in judgment against t h e n
Instead of requiring from every deacon good works, fasting and prayer,
vouched for by good men: we present to-day to this high olfice men
who are uneducated, ignorant, not steeped in piety, untruthful, and
having no witnesses to vouch for their veracity and uprightness. (The
deacons) are thus liars, transgressors, drunkards, haters of their service,6
haters of the Church, haters of fast and prayers, insolent, and proud
like Satan. Those who are addicted to such vices and have left the
commandments and the law of God and do not turn to penitence will
from this world receive punishment for ever and ever.

'Is it the S . +ErzZtha ?

SYr. Siam-idha.
sThe trans ator has joined the pronoun with kaU as it is done in Syriac.
'This is a relatively late pronouncement.
W e are told in an unpublished work of ecclesiastical Canons (Syr.
MS. Mingana 32 fol. 36a, in Rendel Harris Library, Birmiugham) that three
witnesses of high integrity are required to testify to the piety of the man who
is to be ordained deacon.
Syr. Tishmishta as above.
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T h e deacon has to obey orders and commandments ; he is not to
neglect any virtue that pleases God : fast, prayer, holiness, and piety.
0 my beloved (deacon), you should not neglect your soul on the
pretence that you have not the yoke of priesthood. 0 my brother,
fear the day of reckoning and punishment and the furnace' of fire. 0
my brother, obey the injunctions of God, and lend your neck to the
yoke of Christ ; be sweet-tempered and humble a towards your brethren,
and love the strangers, the poor, and the beggars. 0 my brother,
educate yourself and the people of Christ ; when you go to the altar
in order to perform your duties take care and pains to do it in good
order so that you may please your Lord ; let us examine our accounts
and see whether we have any hatred towards our neighbours, and
whether we have only love and peace.
0 my brother, the deacon who neglects prayers will be judged
with Satan, and the deacon who disregards the duties of his service '
will be in a place where there is no praise of Cod and where he will
be ministered to by the furnace6 of fire ; the deacon who frequents the
company of drunkards, the worm that does not die will be intoxicated
from him ; the deacon who leaves the Church on the night of Sundays
and festivals, and wishes to drink wine, the Church of heaven will
drive him out to where she will not hear his voice ; the deacon on
account of whom God is mocked at, would to God that he had never
existed ; the deacon who causes uproar and discord in the Church,
will be consumed by fire alive ; the deacon who fails to control his
soul and his desires,' will be far from heaven ; the deacon who makes
use of marriage and comes to
his d ~ t i e sthe
, ~ Father, the Son,
and the Holy Ghost will be angry with him ; the deacon who goes to
the altar while intoxicated, the spirit of justice will rebuke him ; the
deacon who commits a sin and does not confess it and repent, his torment will be eternal and perpetual.
0 my brethren, if you have accepted this order for the satisfaction
of the desires of your soul, you will not have forgiveness, and you will
suffer with Satan ; but if you have accepted this order to serve the
Syr. Shdhaibitha.

Syr. shamli.

"yr. makkekh.
'Again the Syr. Tishmishta.

Syr. Shdhaibitha as above.
The text is obscure and the sense doubtful.

Syr. ShamZi.
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Lord who was crucified on your behalf, do not be the servants of
Satan. 0 my beloved, avoid the service of Satan, intoxication, pride,'
and gluttony, and do not disappoint anyone,' and avoid also lies which
ares a sign of the sad unbelief of the world. 0 my brethren, have
you not heard what the divine Apostle Paul said : "neither fornicators, nor adulterers, nor thieves, nor drunkards, nor abusers of themselves with men, none of these will inherit the kingdom of heaven and
cross (the bridge ?) to it." ?
0 my beloved, keep your soul from sin, and purify your body
from bad passions so that you may not suffer. 0 my brethren, the
deacons who.,walk in the way of Cod, keep His Commandments,
serve the Church with piety, serve the people of God, and long for
fast and prayer, the angels will long to meet them, and will also
accompany them and take them to heaven on their wings in order
that they may enjoy bliss and happiness with the priestly Fathers, and
the pious, in the kingdom of heaven the joys of which will not cease,
and be glorified at the table of Christ, as His holy mouth uttered :
" Where I am there my servant shall be." W e r e you will also hear
the sweet voice : " Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you before the foundation of the world."
You will also
be table-guests of the angels,' and along with martyrs (and) evangelists
you will receive ample reward ; and you will serve and rejoice with
Stephen.
W e who are plunged in sin ask Cod not to make us deserve hell,
but the above grace and virtue. To Him are fitting glory, honour,
majesty, and power, with His Father, and His Holy Spirit, now, at
every time, and for ever and ever.
Amen.
(Colophon.)
(Here recite) Pater Nosky. May the grace of God be with the
weak and miserable scribe, with the pious readers, and with the blessed
hearers ! May we have mercy upon us through the prayer of the
tu&a.kmm:curious word formed from the Persian kahrama'n.
tukhayyibu.
The author uses the feminine pronoun hrja under the influence of the
Syriac word K&-biitha
which he was rendering.
1 Cor. vi. 9, with some changes.
a Read

'

John xii. 26.
Read mafi'ikah in M.

Matt. xxv. 34.

Read mzlbashshi~inin M.
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mother of Fire, the queen of the worlds, the Mother of God,' hoping
that the Lord will deliver us from fire in the day of judgment !
Amen ! May the grace of God be with us all ! Amen ! Amen !
This has ended by the help of Cod?

Of

Ignatius the firy (Canon) 38. W e observe the night of
Wednesday because in it our Lord announced His passion to His
disciples,' and they were troubled with sorrow ; we observe
the night of Friday because in it our Lord was seized by the Jews ;
we do not observe the night of Saturday, because in it there was rest
to all the dead of Sheol, at the descent of our Lord to them. H e
who does not observe the night of Friday and Wednesday, will be
condemned with those who bound our Lord on the night of Friday,
and those who observe the night of Saturday, will be condemned with
those who broke the legs of the robbers, in order that the Sabbath day
may not begin for them and that they may not be condemned in the
eyes of the law."
"

'

When all the above pseudo-Ignatian matter was in the press I
discovered the following quotations from Ignatius in Mingana Syr.
MS. 37, written about A.D. 1450 (in Rendel Harris Library, Birmingham).
'The MS. is of Jacobite origin.
The closing sentence of the text and the colophon are as follows in P. :
"And there you will receive ample reward with the angels and the
evangelists, and you will serve and rejoice with Stephen. And we who are
plunged in sin pray the Lord not to torment us in hell but (to make us
deserve?) that grace, virtue, and piety. May honour, glory, majesty, and
thanks be to the Holy Trinity, now, at every time, and for ever and ever, and
on us all be His grace! It has ended by the help of God." [This last
sentence is in Syriac.]
'The ecclesiastical day begins in the East in the afternoon of the
previous day.
Or : moved by fiction.
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The Ignatian Canon translated above is given in the following
form on fol. 4 4 : " Ignatius the Fiery says : W e observe the night
of Wednesday because in it our Lord announced His passion to His
disciples, and H e was moved by affliction. W e observe the night of
Friday because in it our Lord was seized by the Jews and struck on
the face by the servant of the High Priest, and was tied to a column.'
W e do not observe the night of Saturday because in it there was rest
to all the souls of the dead in Sheol by the descent of lour Lord to
them." a

O n fol. 2& of the same MS. there is the following genuine
qotation from Ignatius not found in the fragments edited by Cureton
and Lightfoot.
b j a -1
s)cL&~)
-1 Goi? -1

.

kb;l+
" Ignatius : Where is the disputer ? Where is the wise man ?
Where is the boaster of those who are called intelligent ? For our
God Jesus the Christ was conceived by Mary according to an
economy." Ad Efhes., xviii.
This is an exact translation of the Creek of Ipatius as edited by
Lightfoot (Afostodic Fathers, ii., 74) with the exception that
"where is the wise man" is placed before " where is the boaster"
and that instead of " boaster " there is in Greek " boasting " Kav'x~u~s.
T h e Syriac translation, however, brings the text of Ignatius nearer to
1 Cor i., 3 1.

'The idea of our Lord having been tied to a column seems to be much
later than the time of Ignatius.
aFasting on Wednesdays and Fridays, but not on Sundays, is in the
Apostolic Constitutions (fol. IOb of the same MS.).
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The closing sentences of the text and the Colophon are in
as follows :
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